
From: Alan Bickett (abickett1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:44:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alan Bickett 
19491 Sugar Mill Loop
BEND, OR 97702
abickett1@yahoo.com
(408) 887-1119

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alan Ewert (aewert@indiana.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alan Ewert 
2957 NW Canyon Drive
Redmond, OR 97756
aewert@indiana.edu
(812) 340-4415

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alan Scott (alan.scott.sol@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:00:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alan Scott 
3643 SE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
alan.scott.sol@gmail.com
(503) 807-5678

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alexander Kofsky (element45654@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:07:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alexander Kofsky 
8325 SW Mohawk St. # 100
Tualatin, OR 97062
element45654@yahoo.com
(503) 265-9178

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Amanda Caster (casteramanda@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:22:08 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Amanda Caster 
212 W 3rd St
Phoenix, OR 97535
casteramanda@yahoo.com
(541) 973-3041

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Amy Carlson   
2006 N Emerson St.  
Portland, OR 97217  
amycarlson@comcast.net  
(971) 319-3319  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:amycarlson@comcast.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Amy Monahan   
7225 SW 13th Ave  
Portland, OR 97219  
amyfmonahan@gmail.com  
(971) 404-7008  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:amyfmonahan@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Amy Roberts (homerjim82@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:56:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Amy Roberts 
2883 NW Sunny Lane
Albany, OR 97321
homerjim82@gmail.com
(541) 926-4599

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Andrew Kerr   
2436 Emerald St  
Eugene, OR 97403  
kerr.drew@gmail.com  
(312) 375-6104  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:kerr.drew@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: ANGELA MCFARLAND (angela@adpizza.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:11:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

ANGELA MCFARLAND 
3235 NW CREST DR
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
angela@adpizza.com
(541) 760-5758

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ann Turner (annturnerpdx106@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:36:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ann Turner 
2007 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97211
annturnerpdx106@gmail.com
(503) 318-6238

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Anne Pope   
2249 NE 19th Ave  
Portland, OR 97212  
kulufarm@rockisland.com  
(503) 284-0730  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:kulufarm@rockisland.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Annika Mayne   
419 SE 33rd AVE  
Portland, OR 97214  
slimeaesthetic@gmail.com  
(503) 333-8383  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:slimeaesthetic@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Arlie Massey (arliem910@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:33:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Arlie Massey 
PO Box 181
Drain, OR 97435
arliem910@gmail.com
(541) 891-5003

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ateve Smith (steve.smith27@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:26:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ateve Smith 
1665 NW 11th Street
Corvallis, OR 97330
steve.smith27@comcast.net
(541) 753-9437

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Barbara Hart   
3424 se San Marino ave  
Hillsboro, OR 97123  
wayfarer99@hotmail.com  
(503) 718-7215  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:wayfarer99@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Barbara Ledl (bloregon20@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:40:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Ledl 
2368 Arthur dr.
Reedsport, OR 97467
bloregon20@gmail.com
(541) 271-0217

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Barbara Manildi (bmanildi@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Manildi 
3525 Red cedar way
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
bmanildi@earthlink.net
(503) 635-4878

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Barrett Edgar   
PO Box 210  
Wedderburn, OR 97491  
seacliff4@gmail.com  
(541) 247-2575  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:seacliff4@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: BC Shelby (bcshelby@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:33:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

BC Shelby 
1040 NW 10th Ave #525
Portland, OR 97209
bcshelby@gmail.com
(971) 401-4540

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Belinda Colley (bizzebee_58@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:42:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Belinda Colley 
P O Box 152
Azalea, OR 97410
bizzebee_58@yahoo.com
(541) 837-3570

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Ben Goodin   
53910 5th St  
La Pine, OR 97739  
sgyboo@yandex.com  
(541) 536-2439  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:sgyboo@yandex.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Benja Zohara (benjasworld@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:59:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Benja Zohara 
1375  Iowa St Apt A
Ashland, OR 97520
benjasworld@hotmail.com
(541) 482-0640

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Benjamin Cook (bencalmlookout@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:35:50 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Cook 
2755 Game Farm Rd
Springfield, OR 97477
bencalmlookout@outlook.com
(541) 852-5472

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Beth Wilson (sweetgreenlight@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:18:37 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Beth Wilson 
7116 n boston
Portland, OR 97217
sweetgreenlight@gmail.com
(503) 927-1123

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bethany Lester (cllest@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:34:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bethany Lester 
21853 Se Shade Tree Ln
Sandy, OR 97055
cllest@yahoo.com
(503) 668-6049

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Betsy Herbert (betsyherbert4trees@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:14:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Betsy Herbert 
6560 NW Vineyard Dr
Betsy, OR 97330
betsyherbert4trees@gmail.com
(831) 291-7861

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
bob clark   
2825 elmer nelson  
grants pass, OR 97527  
bclark@iserv.net  
(541) 227-5214  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:bclark@iserv.net
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Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Bob Leopold   
1220 NE 17th Avenue  
Portland, OR 97232  
s0j0urner17@yahoo.com  
(503) 476-7677  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:s0j0urner17@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Bobby Hayden (bobbyhayden@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bobby Hayden 
910 NE 110th Ave
Portland, OR 97220
bobbyhayden@gmail.com
(971) 803-1559

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bonnie Cross (boncro48@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:14:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Cross 
5000 SE 31st St
Bonnie, OR 97080
boncro48@gmail.com
(503) 622-6249

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bonnie DesAulnier (bonniedesaulnier@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:55:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie DesAulnier 
895 W 22nd Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
bonniedesaulnier@gmail.com
(541) 337-6082

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bonnie Keling (blkeling2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:45:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Keling 
2034 NE 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
blkeling2@gmail.com
(971) 337-7247

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Carol Connors (cece.connors@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:48:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Carol Connors 
6 Preakness Ct
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
cece.connors@gmail.com
(503) 568-4362

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Carol Snead (c.snead@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:58:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Carol Snead 
2251 11th St, Springfield Oregon 97477
Springfield, OR 97477
c.snead@comcast.net
(541) 510-5768

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Carole Russelle   
18710 NW Rock Creek Cir  
Portland, OR 97229  
russellec@frontier.com  
(503) 533-8411  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:russellec@frontier.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Carolina Hood   
1560 Chambers St.  
Eugene, OR 97402  
cvhood@gmail.com  
(360) 258-1415  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:cvhood@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Carolyn Brewster (carolynbrewster@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Brewster 
2530 Elysium Ave
Eugene, OR 97401
carolynbrewster@gmail.com
(541) 731-3002

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Carrie Lyons (lyonscarrie9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:49:30 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Carrie Lyons 
2899 Shimmer Ln
Grants Pass, OR 97527
lyonscarrie9@gmail.com
(541) 244-1711

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Cecil Denney   
17540 Mesnard St. #208  
Lake Oswego, OR 97034  
cecilden@gmail.com  
(503) 723-9134  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:cecilden@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Celeste Howard (celeste@pacifier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:23:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Celeste Howard 
6525 NE Deer Run St
Hillsboro  Oregon, OR 97124
celeste@pacifier.com
(503) 648-7759

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Celina McClaren (cminthecountry@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:32:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Celina McClaren 
4320 SW Corbett Ave Apt 206
Portland, OR 97239
cminthecountry@hotmail.com
(503) 890-2955

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Charles Hottle   
604 NE Galloway St.  
McMinnville, OR 97128  
cehottle@hotmail.com  
(503) 853-0126  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:cehottle@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Cheryll Bennett   
2406 nw hosmer lake dr  
Bend, OR 97703  
bennettcheryll@hotmail.com  
(650) 766-7748  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:bennettcheryll@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Ciry Null (orbweaver@centurytel.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:45:57 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ciry Null 
38220 Modoc Point Road, Chiloquin OR 97624
Chiloquin, OR 97624
orbweaver@centurytel.net
(541) 783-3505

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Claudette Hills   
15505 Oceanview Dr, Space 37  
Brookings, OR 97415  
claudettehills@hotmail.com  
(541) 500-7007  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:claudettehills@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Craig Fitzpatrick (fitzpatrick.craig@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:55:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Craig Fitzpatrick 
2629 n Kilpatrick st
Craig, OR 97217
fitzpatrick.craig@hotmail.com
(917) 796-2531

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Dan Remily   
2960 Bartley Ct  
Albany, OR 97322  
remilys@msn.com  
(541) 928-1815  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:remilys@msn.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Daniel Hagen (daniel.m.hagen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:31:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hagen 
2434 Kalmia St
Eugene, OR 97404
daniel.m.hagen@gmail.com
(425) 750-2726

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Daniel Kuperus (pdxdan_54@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:44:11 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kuperus 
1940 SE 80th Ave, Apt 29
Portland, OR 97215
pdxdan_54@yahoo.com
(971) 533-3596

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Danika Esden-Tempski (paper.tigre@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:05:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Danika Esden-Tempski 
2909 Charnelton Street
Eugene, OR 97405
paper.tigre@gmail.com
(541) 510-7896

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Darlene Norwood (darlenenorwood@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Darlene Norwood 
4933 Cloudcroft Lane
Darlene, OR 97439
darlenenorwood@mac.com
(541) 991-3505

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Audette (daudette66@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:00:05 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Audette 
33100 Freds Row Ln
Saint Helens, OR 97051
daudette66@yahoo.com
(503) 757-8901

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
David Chin   
535 NE 76th Ave  
David, OR 97213  
chin1177@comcast.net  
(503) 764-9412  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:chin1177@comcast.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: David Dronkowski (davedron59@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:12:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Dronkowski 
13384 SE Caldera Ct
Happy Valley, OR 97086
davedron59@outlook.com
(503) 313-7690

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Harrison (harrirad@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:31:52 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Harrison 
585 Washington St S
Salem, OR 97302
harrirad@yahoo.com
(503) 585-1243

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Hickey (twassbrillignrosie@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:22:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Hickey 
1410 SW Broadway
Portland, OR 97201
twassbrillignrosie@gmail.com
(517) 449-6971

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Stan (dstan8446@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:20:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Stan 
304 Willow Springs Dr,
Talent, OR 97540
dstan8446@yahoo.com
(530) 842-8532

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Deborah Einbender   
1326 SE Pine St  
Portland, OR 97214  
pursona@teleport.com  
(503) 267-9973  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:pursona@teleport.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
DEBORAH NELSON   
6544 Crowfoot Rd  
Trail, OR 97541  
drdavenelson@gmail.com  
(541) 414-7079  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:drdavenelson@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Debra Wollesen (debrawollesen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:45:50 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Debra Wollesen 
8080 NW Grubstake Way
Debra, OR 97756
debrawollesen@gmail.com
(831) 332-3397

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Debrin Goubert (debring@gouberts.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:16:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Debrin Goubert 
5850 NE 32nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97211
debring@gouberts.com
(412) 716-0347

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Diana Bailey   
PO Box 2142  
Roseburg, OR 97470  
dianamoonsong@yahoo.com  
(541) 580-0441  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:dianamoonsong@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: DIANA KEKULE (luvsea33@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:23:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

DIANA KEKULE 
183 NE BENSELL AVE
DEPOE BAY, OR 97341
luvsea33@gmail.com
(541) 994-0404

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Diane Monico (dmmonico@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:49:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Diane Monico 
36005 FOSS RD
NEHALEM, OR 97131
dmmonico@yahoo.com
(503) 368-3440

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dolores de la Fuente (ddelafuente3@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:57:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dolores de la Fuente 
471 Chandler Dr
Roseburg, OR 97471
ddelafuente3@hotmail.com
(541) 679-2233

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Don Winn (winndm@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:09:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Don Winn 
5252 ne Multnomah St.
Portland, OR 97213
winndm@comcast.net
(503) 287-7835

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Donald Hallum   
21691 SW Ribera Lane  
West Linn, OR 97068  
don_hallum@hotmail.com  
(503) 638-3799  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:don_hallum@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Donald Morris   
1250 Munson Dr  
Ashland, OR 97520  
4proton@ashlandhome.net  
(541) 488-2628  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:4proton@ashlandhome.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Donlon McGovern (mcgovern@hevanet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:19:05 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Donlon McGovern 
4107 NE 24th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
mcgovern@hevanet.com
(503) 335-0607

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Donna Grubbs (veragrubbs@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:48:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Donna Grubbs 
713 W 14th St
The Dalles, OR 97058
veragrubbs@aol.com
(541) 350-8619

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Donna Prinzmetal (dprinzmetal@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:52:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Donna Prinzmetal 
5308 SW 33rd DRive
Portland, OR 97239
dprinzmetal@gmail.com
(503) 201-8865

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Donna Riddle (donna.riddle@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:50:52 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Donna Riddle 
1934 I st
Springfield, OR 97477
donna.riddle@gmail.com
(541) 343-2718

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: doug hutton (huttco@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:43:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

doug hutton 
601 meadow lane
brookings, OR 97415
huttco@frontier.com
(541) 469-9808

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dustin Kearns (kearnsmdustin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:44:50 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dustin Kearns 
5754 SE 20th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
kearnsmdustin@gmail.com
(602) 571-2326

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ed Conyers (edconyers@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:33:21 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ed Conyers 
PO Box 3
Port Orford, OR 97465
edconyers@gmail.com
(541) 332-0825

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
ed moye   
70 W 30th Ave  
Eugene, OR 97405  
eddmoy@hotmail.com  
(541) 484-2398  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:eddmoy@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: edna Zappa (ednazappa@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:40 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

edna Zappa 
3628se Ogden St
Portland, OR 97202
ednazappa@yahoo.com
(503) 771-9790

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Edward Davie (edavie@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:14:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Edward Davie 
255 Jessica Dr
Forest Grove, OR 97116
edavie@frontier.com
(503) 357-3185

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Eleanor Hodges (mramius@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:10:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Hodges 
3404 SW Palatine St.
Portland, OR 97219
mramius@comcast.net
(503) 208-3440

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Eleven Reid   
7751 sw Alder St  
Tigard, OR 97224  
eileenreid1@gmail.com  
(503) 407-8688  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:eileenreid1@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Elizabeth von Radics (vonrad@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth von Radics 
995 S Oakdale Avenue
MEDFORD, OR 97501
vonrad@live.com
(541) 772-5842

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Ellen Pfander   
83435 Tolman Road  
Creswell, OR 97426  
ellpfa@gmail.com  
(541) 895-3403  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:ellpfa@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Eric Canon (canonmetals@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:17:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Eric Canon 
1923 Elm Street
Forest Grove, OR 97116
canonmetals@gmail.com
(503) 357-3282

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Eric Hollstein (eric.soccer@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:55 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Eric Hollstein 
3803 SE SALMON ST, PLEASE leave at side door
Portland, OR 97214
eric.soccer@comcast.net
(503) 736-1280

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Eric Ross (redwine5@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Eric Ross 
40934 Hwy 228
Sweet Home, OR 97386
redwine5@earthlink.net
(999) 999-9999

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Erica Maranowski (emaranowski@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:04:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Erica Maranowski 
1719 SE Miller St, Apt 2
Portland, OR 97202
emaranowski@gmail.com
(971) 340-6684

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Fay Harrison (faylharrison@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:23:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Fay Harrison 
361 NE 61st Ct
Hillsboro, OR 97124
faylharrison@gmail.com
(503) 941-5095

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Fran Howse (fhowse47@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:30:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Fran Howse 
305 SW EDGEWAY DRIVE, UNIT 422
BEAVERTON, OR 97006
fhowse47@comcast.net
(503) 350-1261

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Francesca Varela (francescagisellevarela@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:33:46 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Francesca Varela 
1037 NW 20th Ave. APT 210
Portland, OR 97209
francescagisellevarela@gmail.com
(503) 384-8332

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Francine Buker (fbrugatobuker@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:53:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Francine Buker 
15058 SE Marian St
Portland, OR 97267
fbrugatobuker@hotmail.com
(503) 705-8700

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Frank Larson (frankandrus@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Frank Larson 
2765 NW Champion Circle, Bend OR 97703
Bend, OR 97703
frankandrus@me.com
(541) 297-1250

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Fred Baisden (mingowe66@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:00:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Fred Baisden 
4902 SW 1st Ave
Portland, OR 97239
mingowe66@comcast.net
(503) 228-6466

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: G Joan Jarvis (joanjarvis@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:56:37 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

G Joan Jarvis 
14614 SW Grayling Lane
Beaverton, OR 97007
joanjarvis@gmail.com
(503) 627-0333

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gael Miller (oddsend@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:51:40 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gael Miller 
20695 Parry Rd.
Falls City, OR 97344
oddsend@q.com
(503) 787-3727

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gary Frye (sillybeagles@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:50:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gary Frye 
1655 S Elm Street Unit 310
Canby, OR 97013
sillybeagles@gmail.com
(503) 592-9571

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Gary Guttormsen   
14461 Crossroads Loop  
Sisters, OR 97759  
guttormsen1@msn.com  
(541) 913-6862  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:guttormsen1@msn.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
George Davidson   
7633 Southwest Green Valley Terrace  
Portland, OR 97225  
georgedavidson@comcast.net  
(415) 927-8366  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:georgedavidson@comcast.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: George Snipes (gscrooge@excite.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:46:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

George Snipes 
6934 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
gscrooge@excite.com
(503) 774-3394

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Glenn Koehrsen (gdkoehrsen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:14:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Glenn Koehrsen 
15144 S Graves Road
Mulino, OR 97042
gdkoehrsen@gmail.com
(503) 829-3528

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gordon Levitt (levittgt@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:03:30 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gordon Levitt 
1125 NW 21st Ave., Unit B
Portland, OR 97209
levittgt@gmail.com
(541) 980-3955

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Grant Olsen (lovelifegrant@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:26:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Grant Olsen 
317 se 16th ave
Portland, OR 97214
lovelifegrant@gmail.com
(801) 560-9039

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gregory Baesler (gdbaesler@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:21:37 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Baesler 
515 SE 65TH AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97215
gdbaesler@gmail.com
(503) 238-5785

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gregory Monahan (gregorymonahan29@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 4:43:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gregory Monahan 
7225 SW 13th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
gregorymonahan29@gmail.com
(503) 314-9647

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gretchen Yost (gyostpdx@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:20:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Yost 
7800 SW Walnut Lane
Portland, OR 97225
gyostpdx@aol.com
(503) 804-4463

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
haris wolfgang   
60 Wheatherstone  
lake oswego, OR 97035  
oregonrealestate@hariswolfgang.com  
(503) 969-6262  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:oregonrealestate@hariswolfgang.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Harlan Shober   
2280 SE 34th Ave.  
Portland, OR 97214  
harlan_shober@msn.com  
(971) 227-0478  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:harlan_shober@msn.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Heather Walker-Dale   
26761 SW 45th Dr  
Wilsonville, OR 97070  
arydonis@hotmail.com  
(503) 682-7212  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:arydonis@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Heather Watts (twilightmoongoddess@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:51:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Heather Watts 
5568 SE Flavel Drive
Portland Oregon, OR 97206
twilightmoongoddess@gmail.com
(503) 754-0923

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ian Shelley (ianjs@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:18:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ian Shelley 
50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
ianjs@comcast.net
(503) 816-5466

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jack Leishman (jacktortoise@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:59:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jack Leishman 
1840 Crestview Dr.
Ashland, OR 97520
jacktortoise@msn.com
(542) 324-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: James Covington (aschachad@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:59:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

James Covington 
61811 Heberlein Rd
Dufur, OR 97021
aschachad@msn.com
(503) 310-8637

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: JAMESHY DOSHER (jameshenrydosher@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:43:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

JAMESHY DOSHER 
255 HIGH ST
Eugene, OR 97401
jameshenrydosher@gmail.com
(541) 653-1148

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Jami Walkins   
115 W Stewart Ave., Ste. 202  
Medford, OR 97501  
orrockgirl58@gmail.com  
(541) 646-5782  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:orrockgirl58@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: jan nelson (nellie.jan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:55:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

jan nelson 
85354 Doane Rd
eugene, OR 97402
nellie.jan@gmail.com
(541) 485-1426

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Jan Polychronis   
PO Box 639  
The Dalles, OR 97058  
jp21florida@gmail.com  
(541) 980-8242  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:jp21florida@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Jan Zuckerman   
2914 NE 18th Ave  
Portland, OR 97212  
ses_janz@yahoo.com  
(503) 481-7033  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:ses_janz@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Jane Kenworthy (jekenworthy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:58:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jane Kenworthy 
2533 Sandy Ter
Medford, OR 97504
jekenworthy@gmail.com
(703) 927-0541

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Janet Zancanella (janzancan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:54:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Janet Zancanella 
902 Oakmont Loop NE
Albany, OR 97322
janzancan@yahoo.com
(541) 419-7028

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Janice Coleman   
5634 NE 29th Ave  
Portland, OR 97211  
redcaviar@mac.com  
(503) 282-5002  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:redcaviar@mac.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Jaymee Workman (eoais11@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:41:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jaymee Workman 
235 Evans Ave N
Keizer, OR 97303
eoais11@hotmail.com
(503) 409-7914

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jeff Hemmerling (jeff@hemmerling.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:00:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hemmerling 
9443 SW Sutton Place
Tigard, OR 97223
jeff@hemmerling.net
(503) 780-4216

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Jennifer Abernathy   
P.O. Box 1001  
Bend, OR 97709  
jenabernathy@gmail.com  
(541) 318-0959  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:jenabernathy@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Jennifer Handshew (jhandshew@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:34:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Handshew 
1850 nw front ave.
Portland, OR 97209
jhandshew@msn.com
(917) 359-8838

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: jill wyatt (chrysalis@eoni.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:52:08 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

jill wyatt 
905 Park St
baker City, OR 97814
chrysalis@eoni.com
(541) 406-4626

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Jo Casselberry   
751 SE Alexander Ave  
Corvallis, OR 97333  
jo.ann.casselberry@oregonstate.edu  
(541) 758-0371  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:jo.ann.casselberry@oregonstate.edu
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Joan Davis (aattss@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:15:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Joan Davis 
26850 SE Currin Rd
Estacada, OR 97023
aattss@earthlink.net
(970) 203-4710

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: JoAnne Bennett (joannebntt@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:49:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

JoAnne Bennett 
PO Box 1791
Roseburg, OR 97470
joannebntt@aol.com
(541) 673-0686

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Joanne Moeschl (jnm295@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:29:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Joanne Moeschl 
1467 Siskiyou Blvd #197
Ashland, OR 97520
jnm295@gmail.com
(541) 414-9775

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jody Kim-Eng (jodygk@genek.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jody Kim-Eng 
635 NE 152nd Ave
Portland, OR 97230
jodygk@genek.com
(971) 229-1601

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Joel DeCounter (joeldecounter@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Joel DeCounter 
2131 Van Buren St
Eugene, OR 97405
joeldecounter@gmail.com
(309) 331-4011

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Joerg Peter   
21300 SW Bald Peak Road  
Hillsboro, OR 97123  
jpeter@schn.com  
(503) 435-9579  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:jpeter@schn.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
John Altshuler   
2910 Grand Cayman Dr  
Eugene, OR 97408  
tomailakai@comcast.net  
(541) 683-9977  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:tomailakai@comcast.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: John and Cheryl Courtnage (courtnage@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:51:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John and Cheryl Courtnage 
2464 Emerald St.  Eugene, OR
Eugene, OR 97403
courtnage@comcast.net
(541) 345-4750

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: John Murphy (jlmhoodriver@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:02:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John Murphy 
1335 Columbia St
Hood River, OR 97031
jlmhoodriver@gmail.com
(541) 806-0907

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
John Paxson   
11212 SW Bel Aire Ln  
Beaverton, OR 97008  
jkpax57@gmail.com  
(503) 349-9153  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:jkpax57@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
John Raymonda   
3451 W Myrtle Loop  
Florence, OR 97439  
raymonda@zianet.com  
(575) 650-5603  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:raymonda@zianet.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
John Selove   
85 Prall Lane  
Eugene, OR 97405  
choss2live@yagoo.com  
(541) 514-6563  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:choss2live@yagoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Jonathan Beck (jebeck2@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:56:40 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Beck 
18153 Westminster Dr
Jonathan, OR 97034
jebeck2@comcast.net
(847) 409-7662

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Joseph Sharp (jdbanana@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:16:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Sharp 
311 NW 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
jdbanana@gmail.com
(503) 555-1212

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Josh Campbell (josh27185@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:19:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Josh Campbell 
20332 SW Rock Ct
Aloha, OR 97003
josh27185@gmail.com
(503) 828-7535

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Judith Wallace (serenity3212@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:17:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Judith Wallace 
90331 Lewis Rd.
Warrenton, OR 97146
serenity3212@gmail.com
(503) 235-3533

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Julie Carda (juliecarda@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Julie Carda 
911 NE 4th St
Bend, OR 97701
juliecarda@gmail.com
(541) 604-2857

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jurissah Naive (jurissah_naive@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:17:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jurissah Naive 
1635 Sw Pheasant Dr
Jurissah, OR 97003
jurissah_naive@msn.com
(503) 360-3274

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Karen Fletcher (drquotes@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:17:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Karen Fletcher 
5040 SE Henry Street
Portland, OR 97206
drquotes@hotmail.com
(503) 207-6698

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Karen Hardin (kdhard@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:44:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Karen Hardin 
105 NW Sinclair Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97526
kdhard@charter.net
(541) 474-7932

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Karen Horn (karenhorn@mind.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:50:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Karen Horn 
140 Clay Street
Ashland, OR 97520
karenhorn@mind.net
(541) 646-7391

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: karen horton (onlyjustbegun40s@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:54:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

karen horton 
4311 Independence hwy,
Independence, OR 97351
onlyjustbegun40s@gmail.com
(971) 218-4572

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Karen Sjogren (sjogrenkaren2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:56:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Karen Sjogren 
521 taybin Rd nw
Salem, OR 97304
sjogrenkaren2@gmail.com
(503) 566-7326

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
karen smuland   
1532 nw harmon blvd  
bend, OR 97703  
ksmuland@bendcable.com  
(541) 788-4357  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:ksmuland@bendcable.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Karen Soud (merlin651@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:33:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Karen Soud 
2330 SE Brookwood Ave Apt 202
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
merlin651@msn.com
(971) 533-3277

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Karina Torres   
3616 N Borthwick Ave Apt B  
Portland, OR 97227  
torres.kari@gmail.com  
(805) 612-0818  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:torres.kari@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: karol d (wonmor@pacifier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:39:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

karol d 
44401 e historic columbia river hwy
corbett, OR 97019
wonmor@pacifier.com
(503) 201-3567

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
karyn servin   
1755 nw 131st Ave  
Portland, OR 97229  
karyn@karynservin.com  
(503) 646-1167  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:karyn@karynservin.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Katherine Wright   
3875 Ridgewood Way  
West Linn, OR 97068  
kmhgw@yahoo.com  
(503) 908-1440  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:kmhgw@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Kathleen Gallardo (kathie.gallardo@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:35:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Gallardo 
2034 NW Overton Street
Kathleen, OR 97209
kathie.gallardo@gmail.com
(503) 502-7950

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Katie Covington (katiebeacovington@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:20:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Katie Covington 
9536 SW 50th Ave
Katie, OR 97219
katiebeacovington@gmail.com
(503) 422-1838

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Katie Griesar (kgriesar@hevanet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:54:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Katie Griesar 
507 NW 22nd Ave, #305
Portland, OR 97210
kgriesar@hevanet.com
(503) 227-6790

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Keith Wohlberg (kwohlberg@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Keith Wohlberg 
3575 Hilyard St #6
Eugene, OR 97405
kwohlberg@q.com
(541) 683-5296

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Kent Searight   
3547 SE Franklin St  
Portland, OR 97202  
kent@searight.org  
(503) 501-6919  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:kent@searight.org
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Kerry Simmons   
967 Laura St  
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457  
spirit1k@hotmail.com  
(541) 580-4780  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:spirit1k@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Kevin Hill (gdtrfb8@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:01:24 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Hill 
318 Adams Ave
Keizer, OR 97381
gdtrfb8@hotmail.com
(262) 203-0360

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
korina riggin   
654 1st ave  
bend, OR 97702  
kriggin@gmail.com  
(541) 395-8473  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:kriggin@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Kristin Smith (kristin262smith@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:32:24 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kristin Smith 
2368 W. Burnside St., Apt. 208
Kristin, OR 97210
kristin262smith@yahoo.com
(503) 327-8951

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Larry Miller (laremiller@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:06:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Larry Miller 
PO Box 21457
Eugene, OR 97402
laremiller@gmail.com
(541) 357-7064

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lauren Bates (llbates3@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Bates 
4735 NE Garfield Ave
Portland, OR 97211
llbates3@yahoo.com
(575) 635-0136

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lauren Thompson (lbthompson3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:42:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lauren Thompson 
4616 SE 40th Ave, Portland Oregon 97202
Portland, OR 97202
lbthompson3@gmail.com
(541) 990-3681

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: LeeAnn Sims (simsla28@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:47:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

LeeAnn Sims 
15021 SE Robinette Ct.
Milwaukie, OR 97267
simsla28@hotmail.com
(503) 353-6635

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Leo Fontneau (leo.fontneau@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:20:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Leo Fontneau 
27120 SE Stone RD
Boring, OR 97009
leo.fontneau@yahoo.com
(703) 593-4188

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Leone Lewis   
814 Harrison St  
Oregon City, OR 97045  
leonemlewis@gmail.com  
(503) 481-5167  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:leonemlewis@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Leslie Raymond   
2255 John's Peak Rd.  
Central Point, OR 97502  
ms.leleray@gmail.com  
(541) 779-4840  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:ms.leleray@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Lidet Viravong (laocean9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:52:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lidet Viravong 
8321 N Willamette Blvd
Portland, OR 97203
laocean9@gmail.com
(323) 317-2029

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lily Cool (lily.a.cool@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lily Cool 
1611 SE 60TH Ave
Portland, OR 97215
lily.a.cool@gmail.com
(503) 679-2327

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Linda Hendrix   
104 SE Airpark Dr.  
Linda, OR 97702  
bendher63@gmail.com  
(541) 382-5337  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:bendher63@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Linda Henning (lindajhenning@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:45:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Linda Henning 
15850 SW OAK MEADOW LN
TIGARD, OR 97224
lindajhenning@yahoo.com
(858) 481-6868

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Linda Ulvaeus (squishypress@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:52:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Linda Ulvaeus 
180 East 30th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97405
squishypress@yahoo.com
(541) 484-9620

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lisa Read (lisaread9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:59:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Read 
608 NE Tohomish Street
White Salmon, WA 98672
lisaread9@gmail.com
(503) 890-4510

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lisa Weseman (weseman68@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:52:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Weseman 
1111 SE 144th Ave
Portland, OR 97233
weseman68@gmail.com
(360) 513-2385

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
LuAnn Yocky   
17411 Canal Circle  
Lake Oswego, OR 97035  
luyocky@gmail.com  
(503) 636-3298  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:luyocky@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Lynette Meadows (lynette.lost@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:00:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lynette Meadows 
4630 NE Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97218
lynette.lost@gmail.com
(503) 636-0054

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lynn Krupa (lynnandlarrykrupa@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:16:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Krupa 
6605 W Burnside Rd Unit 142
Portland, OR 97210
lynnandlarrykrupa@gmail.com
(503) 809-9274

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lynn Longan (lilipad8@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:01:08 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Longan 
3035 Lone Pine Rd
Medford, OR 97504
lilipad8@mac.com
(818) 324-4643

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Maggie Blay (maggie.blay@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:12:18 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Maggie Blay 
13563 NW Thompson Rd
Maggie, OR 97229
maggie.blay@gmail.com
(503) 466-0378

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: MARGARITA PEREZ (margaperez1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:18:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

MARGARITA PEREZ 
8772 N Columbia Blvd
Portland, OR 97203
margaperez1@gmail.com
(915) 201-6003

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
marian ellette   
1091 NE Orenco Station Pkwy Apt E204  
Hillsboro, OR 97124  
ellettem@att.net  
(650) 533-2044  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:ellettem@att.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Mariela Wilkes (mwilkes47@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mariela Wilkes 
4280 Lilly Ave SE
Salem, OR 97302
mwilkes47@msn.com
(503) 588-9171

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marilyn Mooshie (mmooshie@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Mooshie 
970 Lake Shore Dr
Selma, OR 97538
mmooshie@frontier.com
(541) 597-2330

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Marjorie Ratliff   
1449 NW Dixon St  
Corvallis, OR 97330  
marjorie.ratliff@gmail.com  
(541) 908-0959  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:marjorie.ratliff@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Mary Duvall (mudpuddle@hughes.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:57:50 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Duvall 
73151 Lost Creek Road
Mary, OR 97016
mudpuddle@hughes.net
(503) 728-2959

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary G Barrow (marygbarrow@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:33:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary G Barrow 
1531 SW Harrison St  Apt 18
Portland, OR 97201
marygbarrow@yahoo.com
(503) 228-0949

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Kogen (rhythmmary@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:30:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Kogen 
3020 SW Raleighview Drive
Mary, OR 97225
rhythmmary@comcast.net
(503) 407-1382

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Mary McDermott   
3730 SE 167th Avenue  
Portland, OR 97236  
mmcdermott@webtv.net  
(503) 661-5219  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:mmcdermott@webtv.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Mary Vorachek (maryvorachek@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:45:16 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Vorachek 
680 16th St. NE
Salem, OR 97301
maryvorachek@gmail.com
(703) 982-5899

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Matt Freedman (drmatt@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:54:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Matt Freedman 
85343 N. Hideaway Hills Road
Eugene, OR 97405
drmatt@yahoo.com
(541) 844-6924

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
maureen rogers   
316 W Columbia Dr  
newberg, OR 97132  
gemeroym@gmail.com  
(503) 544-4237  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:gemeroym@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Mauria McClay (mauria_rhys@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:15:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mauria McClay 
8125 Ne Wygant St
Portland, OR 97218
mauria_rhys@yahoo.com
(971) 322-7898

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Melanie Feder (oregonmjf@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:38:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Melanie Feder 
381 Sunshine
Philomath, OR 97370
oregonmjf@hotmail.com
(541) 453-4147

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Melissa Michaels (michaels@jeffnet.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:55:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Michaels 
923 Worchester Drive
Medford, OR 97501
michaels@jeffnet.org
(541) 840-2505

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michaael Johnson (firemanzoom@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michaael Johnson 
407 Santa Clara Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
firemanzoom@gmail.com
(541) 905-8691

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Michael Brown   
22805 Willow Ln  
Veneta, OR 97487  
mbroown3625@gmail.com  
(541) 224-1282  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:mbroown3625@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Michael Burmester (mike.burmester625@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:25:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michael Burmester 
10829 SE Happy Valley Drive
Michael, OR 97086
mike.burmester625@gmail.com
(630) 465-4308

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michael Halloran (mshalloran2605@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michael Halloran 
2062 Scotsman Ln NE
Salem, OR 97305
mshalloran2605@gmail.com
(503) 887-6873

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Michael Herbert   
83558 Kiechle Arm Road  
Florence, OR 97439  
dunecitymike@yahoo.com  
(541) 555-1212  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:dunecitymike@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Michael Peterson   
1621 Escalante St  
Eugene, OR 97404  
wwmakers@comcast.net  
(541) 689-6148  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:wwmakers@comcast.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Michael Price (mp969@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:44:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michael Price 
0841 SW Gaines St Unit 1408
Portland, OR 97239
mp969@comcast.net
(503) 555-1212

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mike Brinkley (mbrinkle@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:00:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mike Brinkley 
2582 W 28th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
mbrinkle@comcast.net
(408) 307-1332

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mike LaPorte (mikeclaporte@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:46:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mike LaPorte 
6488 sw midmar pl
Mike, OR 97223
mikeclaporte@comcast.net
(503) 867-7050

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Mildred Rowley   
3451 W. Myrtle Loop  
Florence, OR 97439  
rowleymildredhelen@gmail.com  
(575) 571-1231  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:rowleymildredhelen@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Milton and Shirley Nelson (masflo222@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:21:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Milton and Shirley Nelson 
1451 Spruce St Apt 323
Florence, OR 97439
masflo222@gmail.com
(541) 373-0033

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mitchell Stargrove (drmitch@wellspringofhealth.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:40:07 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Stargrove 
25665 SW Wolsborn Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97123
drmitch@wellspringofhealth.com
(503) 628-0165

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Nancy Carl   
1014 S Park St  
Carlton, OR 97111  
dlnlcarl2@gmail.com  
(503) 852-0029  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:dlnlcarl2@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Nancy Phelps (ncamplair@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Phelps 
4115 NE 68th
Portland, OR 97218
ncamplair@msn.com
(506) 706-8270

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nancy Swann (ndodge@hevanet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:41:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Swann 
2429 NE Dekum St
Portland, OR 97211
ndodge@hevanet.com
(503) 997-9673

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Neil Pancake (ning9@yandex.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:19:37 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Neil Pancake 
2675 NE Lancaster Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
ning9@yandex.com
(541) 465-1456

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nora Polk (nora.mattek@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:40:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nora Polk 
6405 SE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
nora.mattek@gmail.com
(503) 771-5209

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Martha Metcalf (jchsmartha@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:59:21 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Martha Metcalf 
1295 willow lane, # 8, # 8
Grants Pass, OR 97527
jchsmartha@gmail.com
(541) 479-7545

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Craig Skinner (victor.kulak@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:02:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Craig Skinner 
7712 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97218
victor.kulak@gmail.com
(503) 701-3239

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Leland Block (leland.block@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:01:32 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Leland Block 
3565 NE Mathison Pl
Portland, OR 97212
leland.block@comcast.net
(503) 287-0199

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Margaret Quentin (peggy.quentin@redcross.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:01:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Margaret Quentin 
3830 NE 64th Ave.
Portland, OR 97213
peggy.quentin@redcross.org
(503) 201-4657

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Diana Richardson (licketysplit777@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:43:37 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Diana Richardson 
1905 SW Sunset Blvd
Portlanf, OR 97239
licketysplit777@gmail.com
(503) 235-3534

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nancy Ballance (nballance@juno.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:05:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Ballance 
20142 OLMSTEAD RD NE
AURORA, OR 97002
nballance@juno.com
(503) 678-1151

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dean Pryer (deanpryer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:03:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dean Pryer 
1343 1/2 W 8th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
deanpryer@gmail.com
(541) 343-1352

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Doni Manning-Cyrus (donimc@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:02:09 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Doni Manning-Cyrus 
435 NW Quarry Rd
Albany, OR 97321
donimc@q.com
(541) 974-0205

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Diane Dulken (sunnysideartstudio@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:41:54 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Diane Dulken 
3281 se main
Portland, OR 97214
sunnysideartstudio@gmail.com
(503) 936-6323

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nancy Baur (nancybaur@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:48:11 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Baur 
14288 SE Johnson Road
Milwaukie, OR 97267
nancybaur@comcast.net
(503) 659-8260

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Donna Wehrley (thewehrleys@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:04:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Donna Wehrley 
3601 SW River Pkwy Unit 1905
Portland, OR 97239
thewehrleys@yahoo.com
(503) 753-5903

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pamela German (pamela_german@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:03:21 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pamela German 
110 Red Oak Lane, Day
Grants Pass, OR 97527
pamela_german@outlook.com
(541) 916-8382

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sunny Tabino (sunnyt@oregonwireless.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:45:30 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sunny Tabino 
70056 Sanderson Rd
Summerville, OR 97876
sunnyt@oregonwireless.net
(541) 786-8448

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sherry Palmer (mtnclimber14er@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:59:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sherry Palmer 
1592 Skye Parkway
West Linn, OR 97068
mtnclimber14er@yahoo.com
(503) 780-8674

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Brock Roberts (brock.roberts@zgf.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:08:26 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Brock Roberts 
2268 NW Pettygrove Street
Portland, OR 97210
brock.roberts@zgf.com
(503) 223-4109

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Merriann Harbert (merriwoodoregon3@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:42:18 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Merriann Harbert 
2115 California Ave
Coos Bay, OR 97420
merriwoodoregon3@yahoo.com
(541) 267-9593

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ted Winchel (tedbw@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:10:37 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ted Winchel 
1826 NW Iowa Ave.
Bend, OR 97703
tedbw@q.com
(541) 419-3153

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Linda Taravella (taravellalinda1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:14:23 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Linda Taravella 
631 SE Taylor #209
Portland, OR 97214
taravellalinda1@gmail.com
(503) 267-5135

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Laura Hanks (laura.hanks@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:52:36 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Laura Hanks 
6281 SE Deering Ct.
Milwaukie, OR 97222
laura.hanks@comcast.net
(503) 305-1744

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sylvia Zingeser (ariela@hevanet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:02:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Zingeser 
16000 SE Powell Blvd, #27
Portland, OR 97236
ariela@hevanet.com
(503) 381-8127

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dale Marshall (nopanic66@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:50:22 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dale Marshall 
PO BOX 1027
GOLD HILL, OR 97525
nopanic66@gmail.com
(541) 301-6648

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Doris Queener (dqueene@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:05:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Doris Queener 
4940 Cedar St Apt 2A
Astoria, OR 97103
dqueene@gmail.com
(503) 763-0419

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: George Miller (gr.miller@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:30:04 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

George Miller 
2260 SW Sandlewood Pl
Gresham, OR 97080
gr.miller@frontier.com
(503) 666-9278

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Vivian Kirk (vakirk@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:05:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Vivian Kirk 
17004 S. Sunterra Drive
Oregon City, OR 97045
vakirk@icloud.com
(503) 305-8244

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Cherine Bauer (cherinel@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:05:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Cherine Bauer 
85 River Loop 1
Eugene, OR 97404
cherinel@comcast.net
(541) 688-2065

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: pam doran (pamshores@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:08:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

pam doran 
2516 se gosling lane
waldport, OR 97394
pamshores@msn.com
(541) 563-7334

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: S Hansen (ebnerhansen@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:08:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

S Hansen 
2558 NW O'Brien ct.
Bend, OR 97703
ebnerhansen@comcast.net
(541) 408-4733

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stephen Oder (steve.oder@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:09:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Oder 
1865 1/2 NE Seavy Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
steve.oder@gmail.com
(541) 740-9077

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sharon O"Brien (sharob131@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:10:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sharon O'Brien 
PO Box 13366
Portland, OR 97213
sharob131@gmail.com
(503) 799-2668

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Brenda C Kluhsman (brendakluhsman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:11:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Brenda C Kluhsman 
343 S D St
Springfield, OR 97477
brendakluhsman@gmail.com
(717) 350-9926

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: sally slick (sallysas99@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:11:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

sally slick 
8005 SW Cedar St, Apt #63
Portland, OR 97225
sallysas99@yahoo.com
(503) 477-5268

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Helen Seidler (helenglobal320@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:13:21 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Helen Seidler 
59645 Mohawk Circle
Bend, OR 97702
helenglobal320@gmail.com
(541) 389-5400

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tommy Drew (t.mangg7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:15:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tommy Drew 
845 Mountain view
Cascade locks, OR 97014
t.mangg7@gmail.com
(503) 774-1481

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Charlie Graham (cgraham@teleport.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:15:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Charlie Graham 
695 NE 4th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
cgraham@teleport.com
(503) 679-4444

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gail Johnson (gail@singingcolors-studio.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:16:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gail Johnson 
4899 SE Salquist Rd
Gresham, OR 97080
gail@singingcolors-studio.com
(503) 467-6745

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: John Swaner (johnswaner@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:17:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John Swaner 
3556 SE Salmon st
Portland, OR 97214
johnswaner@yahoo.com
(206) 264-1980

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Denise Menicucci (dgm2portland@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:17:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Denise Menicucci 
525 Applegate St.
Jacksonville, OR 97530
dgm2portland@hotmail.com
(541) 326-2302

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Denise Ortega (denisekerfoot@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:17:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Denise Ortega 
96511 West Cliff Dr
Denise, OR 97415
denisekerfoot@gmail.com
(541) 254-9089

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: kris olson (olsonkristin@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:18:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

kris olson 
2324 se ankeny
portland, OR 97214
olsonkristin@yahoo.com
(503) 490-9593

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robert Dock (kirock1701@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:19:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robert Dock 
3604 SE Sherman St
Portland, OR 97214
kirock1701@gmail.com
(971) 407-7471

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Will Stinnett (hoppa_joel@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:19:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Will Stinnett 
605 E. Main St APT E 6
John Day, OR 97845
hoppa_joel@hotmail.com
(541) 620-2520

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: John Bergquist (jmbergquist@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:20:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John Bergquist 
202 Jade Pl
Philomath, OR 97370
jmbergquist@earthlink.net
(541) 908-0962

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ken Kebisek (kenkebisek@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:20:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ken Kebisek 
10986 SW Washington St
Portland, OR 97225
kenkebisek@frontier.com
(503) 641-4010

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dave Ruud (daveagg@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:20:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dave Ruud 
14139 NW Charlton Rd
Portland, OR 97231
daveagg@msn.com
(503) 621-3939

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: C.A. Incze (kk7at@toast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:21:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

C.A. Incze 
310 Darlene
Winston, OR 97496
kk7at@toast.net
(541) 637-5597

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marilee Corey (handicrafts22@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:22:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marilee Corey 
5200 Pettyjohn Rd S
Salem, OR 97302
handicrafts22@yahoo.com
(503) 883-6747

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Peter Brewer (mr9grain@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:22:46 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Peter Brewer 
67266 Bass Ln
Bend, OR 97703
mr9grain@gmail.com
(541) 390-1720

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Helen Moissant (hmoissant@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:25:52 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Helen Moissant 
2965 Ross Lane
Helen, OR 97502
hmoissant@aol.com
(541) 973-2828

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lynn Anderson (ladysewphine@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:26:37 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lynn Anderson 
286 Clover Ridge  Ct  SE
Albany, OR 97322
ladysewphine@hotmail.com
(541) 974-7806

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Michalek (edm_austin@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:26:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Michalek 
25 Eugene St
David, OR 97031
edm_austin@yahoo.com
(541) 645-5406

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Betsy McCarthy (betsymccarthy@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:27:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Betsy McCarthy 
7230 SW 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97219
betsymccarthy@hotmail.com
(503) 347-8979

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Penny LeVee (penforpoetry@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:27:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Penny LeVee 
151 Autumn Ridge Dr.
Talent, OR 97540
penforpoetry@gmail.com
(541) 535-6316

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Meaghan Doherty (meaghanstar@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:29:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Meaghan Doherty 
6029 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
meaghanstar@hotmail.com
(503) 730-1122

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bobby Jones (bjonesdc@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:30:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bobby Jones 
4425 SW Corbett Ave
Portland, OR 97080
bjonesdc@icloud.com
(503) 568-5033

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Roger Leverette (leveretr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:30:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Roger Leverette 
7425 SW 101st Ave
Beaverton, OR 97008
leveretr@gmail.com
(503) 421-6220

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Margit Jameson (margitjameson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:30:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Margit Jameson 
3355 E Fernwood
Newberg, OR 97132
margitjameson@hotmail.com
(503) 487-6721

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Esther Friedman (ibclcprof@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:31:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Esther Friedman 
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
ibclcprof@comcast.net
(503) 881-1715

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ann Watters RPE,BCPP (twofivestars@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:32:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ann Watters RPE,BCPP 
1940 Breyman NE
Ann, OR 97301
twofivestars@comcast.net
(503) 581-6512

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sandra Joos (joosgalefamily@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:33:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sandra Joos 
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
joosgalefamily@comcast.net
(503) 274-8803

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Celeste Colasurdo (celestecolasurdo33@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:34:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Celeste Colasurdo 
4067 SW Kanan Drive
Portland, OR 97221
celestecolasurdo33@gmail.com
(503) 490-2462

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Connie Peterson (c.peterson8784@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:34:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Connie Peterson 
2203 NW Clearwater Dr.
Bend, OR 97703
c.peterson8784@sbcglobal.net
(559) 284-4172

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kim Kuehnert (tihuta@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:35:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kim Kuehnert 
8712 N Decatur #505
Kim, OR 97203
tihuta@msn.com
(215) 740-8820

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rachel Dixon (rachlann2002@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:35:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rachel Dixon 
1776 SE Karena Ct
Rachel, OR 97702
rachlann2002@yahoo.com
(541) 350-7127

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nic Westendorf (nicwestendorf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:35:52 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nic Westendorf 
7905 SW Hall Blvd. , Apt A
Nic, OR 97008
nicwestendorf@gmail.com
(815) 651-0631

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Brady Rubin (bradyrbn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:35:57 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Brady Rubin 
619 N. Mountain
Ashland, OR 97520
bradyrbn@gmail.com
(541) 708-5138

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: lucia durand (luciadurand@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:37:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

lucia durand 
1035 NW 31st St.
Corvallis, OR 97330
luciadurand@peak.org
(541) 752-2837

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Claire Quinlan (voluntary_simplicity@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:38:05 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Claire Quinlan 
684 Rural Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
voluntary_simplicity@hotmail.com
(310) 463-0351

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Linda Hendrix (bendher63@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:39:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Linda Hendrix 
19642 Sunshine Way
Linda, OR 97702
bendher63@gmail.com
(541) 382-5337

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Emilie Marlinghaus (emagen@bendbroadband.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:40:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Emilie Marlinghaus 
753 SW Silver Lake
Bend, OR 97702
emagen@bendbroadband.com
(541) 322-9702

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Deb Buitron (magpie32@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:41:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Deb Buitron 
42149 Vista Drive
Port Orford, OR 97465
magpie32@frontier.com
(541) 441-3402

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Beverly Tiemann (btiemann@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:43:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Beverly Tiemann 
1675 Hallinan Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
btiemann@msn.com
(480) 577-7283

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Debra Spies (debspies@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:44:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Debra Spies 
4283 E Amazon Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
debspies@hotmail.com
(541) 434-8311

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kathleen Giorgi (flowers5art@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:44:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Giorgi 
8094 Olney St SE
Salem, OR 97317
flowers5art@yahoo.com
(503) 749-2636

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Frederic Merchant (merchant.frederic@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:45:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Frederic Merchant 
2012 SE Hemlock AV
Portland, OR 97214
merchant.frederic@gmail.com
(503) 232-3093

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Steven Edmonds (edmonds.steven@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:46:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Steven Edmonds 
PO Box 480
Glide, OR 97443
edmonds.steven@yahoo.com
(352) 507-1516

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Andrew Groh (andylgb9@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:46:21 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Andrew Groh 
215 NE Denton Ave
Dallas, OR 97338
andylgb9@msn.com
(503) 569-0239

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ted Lapage (lapaget@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:49:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ted Lapage 
2026 NW Lance Way
Corvallis, OR 97330
lapaget@peak.org
(541) 754-6139

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marie Schlagel (p.schlagelnccc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:49:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marie Schlagel 
1502 SE 84th Ave
Portland, OR 79216
p.schlagelnccc@gmail.com
(325) 864-6289

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: MIra Wiegmann (mira.wiegmann@cune.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:49:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

MIra Wiegmann 
2750 SW 89th Ave
Richard, OR 97225
mira.wiegmann@cune.org
(971) 533-3713

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Frank Rouse (redpaintpeople@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:52:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Frank Rouse 
21710 S Green Mountain Rd
Colton, OR 97017
redpaintpeople@gmail.com
(503) 807-7545

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Peterson (mary.peterso@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:52:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Peterson 
351 SE Back Bay Dr
Newport, OR 97365
mary.peterso@gmail.com
(541) 574-8221

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Joel Kay (jjkof1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:53:16 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Joel Kay 
10707 SE Stanley Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
jjkof1@msn.com
(503) 654-5567

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Victoria Roberts (rvictoria0319@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:53:18 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Roberts 
1492 NW 2nd Ave
Ontario, OR 97914
rvictoria0319@gmail.com
(541) 905-9843

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Cierra Buer (cierrabuer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:53:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Cierra Buer 
1570 NW SERRANO LN
POWELL BUTTE, OR 97753
cierrabuer@gmail.com
(541) 430-5073

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Hillary Tiefer (hillarytiefer@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:54:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Hillary Tiefer 
5007 SW Canterbury Ln
Portland, OR 97219
hillarytiefer@hotmail.com
(503) 245-4845

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Eileene Gillson (egillson3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:55:16 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Eileene Gillson 
23225 SW Orchard Heights Pl
Sherwood, OR 97140
egillson3@gmail.com
(503) 925-9138

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Isaac Ehrlich (autoblaster7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:57:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Isaac Ehrlich 
21096 E Mountain Creek Cir
Rhododendron, OR 97049
autoblaster7@gmail.com
(503) 522-7823

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Elizabeth Waldron MD (avqushju@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:00:24 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Waldron MD 
2610 NW Glenwood Dr.
Corvallis, OR 97330
avqushju@comcast.net
(541) 753-2207

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Julie Johnson Cottrell (jooliej@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:00:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Julie Johnson Cottrell 
51562 SW 5th St.
Scappoose, OR 97056
jooliej@msn.com
(602) 320-7091

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: G Batch (montevena@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:00:52 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

G Batch 
4000 CARMAN
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
montevena@yahoo.com
(503) 297-8053

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jani Rollins (janirollins@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:01:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jani Rollins 
1631 Peachey Road, Ashland OR 97520
Jani, OR 97520
janirollins@gmail.com
(541) 821-2514

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jena Bagley (jenaruhiyyih@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:02:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jena Bagley 
5730 SW 206th Ave, Beaverton Oregon 97078
Aloha, OR 97078
jenaruhiyyih@gmail.com
(773) 580-8167

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Greg Destro (gregdes52@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:02:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Greg Destro 
1223 S 9th St
Independence, OR 97351
gregdes52@gmail.com
(541) 368-8686

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Shannon Lucas (druidessepona@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:02:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Shannon Lucas 
1707 SE Tempest Dr Apt 83
Bend, OR 97702
druidessepona@hotmail.com
(760) 382-1699

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Susan Wechsler (susanwechsler@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:05:46 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susan Wechsler 
1820 N.E. VINE AVE.
Corvallis, OR 97330
susanwechsler@comcast.net
(541) 757-8622

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nancy Dudley (nancydudley@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:05:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dudley 
P.O. Box 1118
Nancy, OR 97759
nancydudley@mac.com
(541) 549-6036

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michael Snouffer (canyonwinds@zoho.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:06:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michael Snouffer 
3488 Viewpoint Dr
Medford, OR 97504
canyonwinds@zoho.com
(541) 500-1981

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Joe Craig (joesilverton@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:08:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Joe Craig 
PO Box 1611
Silverton, OR 97381
joesilverton@msn.com
(503) 873-8779

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lauren EILERS (cinmngirl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:09:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lauren EILERS 
2040 willamette
Eugene, OR 97405
cinmngirl@gmail.com
(541) 852-5641

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Betsy Bamford Ayres (betsy.ayres@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:09:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Betsy Bamford Ayres 
582 6th, PO Box 2
Cannon Beach, OR 97110
betsy.ayres@hotmail.com
(503) 440-2808

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Matthew Gray (tomattsiphone@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:10:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gray 
1915 NW 14th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
tomattsiphone@gmail.com
(503) 709-5898

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gary McCuen (mccuen7691@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:12:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gary McCuen 
1825 Fairmount Av. S.
Salem, OR 97302
mccuen7691@comcast.net
(503) 378-7691

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Diana Anderson (ddheartsong@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:13:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Diana Anderson 
1489 Oak Hill Rd
Roseburg, OR 97471
ddheartsong@gmail.com
(541) 673-2731

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Meghan Petersen (mpdisbrow@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:13:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Meghan Petersen 
890 NW Torreyview Ln
Portland, OR 97229
mpdisbrow@gmail.com
(503) 290-4198

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Annie McCuen (mccuen7691@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:15:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Annie McCuen 
1825 Fairmount Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
mccuen7691@comcast.net
(503) 378-7691

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marie Hutchens (corrinehutchens7@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:15:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marie Hutchens 
1665 Hayes st.
Eugene, OR 97402
corrinehutchens7@yahoo.com
(541) 653-9388

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Beth Levin (bethagl@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:17:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Beth Levin 
3043 ne 51
Beth, OR 97213
bethagl@yahoo.com
(503) 872-1411

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jeff Putterman (jeffputterman52@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:19:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jeff Putterman 
1 Britten Ct
Jeff, OR 97035
jeffputterman52@gmail.com
(503) 708-1721

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Angela Wanak (amwanak@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:20:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Angela Wanak 
3765 Duplex Dr. SE
Salem, OR 97302
amwanak@gmail.com
(503) 316-8054

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Linda Gerber (linda.gerber@centurylink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:20:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Linda Gerber 
22125 S Claus Ct.
Oregon City, OR 97045
linda.gerber@centurylink.net
(503) 936-7783

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Leslye Epstein (leslyee@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:21:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Leslye Epstein 
1132 SW 19 Ave, #911
Portland, OR 97205
leslyee@comcast.net
(503) 274-2151

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Brian Stewart (bstewart53112@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:23:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Brian Stewart 
5322 SW Hewett Blvd
Portland, OR 97221
bstewart53112@gmail.com
(503) 803-5020

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Maureen O"Neal (momoneal77@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:24:11 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Maureen O'Neal 
9100 s.w. 80th ave.,, 08
Portland, OR 97223
momoneal77@gmail.com
(503) 901-7354

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: James Soland (jsoland@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:29:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

James Soland 
9517 SW 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
jsoland@gmail.com
(617) 721-8227

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sharyl Beattie (beatties22@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:29:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sharyl Beattie 
7016 9th Ct NE
Keizer, OR 97303
beatties22@msn.com
(503) 393-5371

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Laura Fleming (lauraanded@hughes.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:29:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Laura Fleming 
12280 E Antelope Rd
Eagle Point, OR 97524
lauraanded@hughes.net
(541) 826-6382

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Forster Freeman (forsterfreeman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:31:16 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Forster Freeman 
17360 Holy Names Drive,  Apt. 211
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
forsterfreeman@gmail.com
(503) 675-0383

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: catherine keys (valkate@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:31:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

catherine keys 
4069 s. pacific hwy. #134
medford, OR 97501
valkate@comcast.net
(541) 301-8876

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kim Wick (wickward@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:31:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kim Wick 
26001 NW Highway 47
Buxton, OR 97109
wickward@earthlink.net
(503) 324-1023

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stacie Dullmeyer (sdullmeyer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:31:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stacie Dullmeyer 
6176 Nicklaus Loop N
Keizer, OR 97303
sdullmeyer@gmail.com
(503) 269-0849

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robert Jones (rjones553@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:31:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robert Jones 
1976 Fairmount Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
rjones553@yahoo.com
(503) 362-4565

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Elizabeth Nugent (sharks67nuge@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:34:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Nugent 
4399 SW Eriksen Ave
Waldport, OR 97394
sharks67nuge@yahoo.com
(516) 676-2178

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Susan Heath (forbux@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:35:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susan Heath 
2151 Three Lakes Rd SE #28
Albany, OR 97322
forbux@hotmail.com
(541) 928-1059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Phyllis Grove (mallardchestnut@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:35:38 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Grove 
2341 NW Floyd Lane
BEND, OR 97703
mallardchestnut@gmail.com
(415) 235-7265

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Sanders (seniorsanders@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:36:16 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Sanders 
3320 NW Highland Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
seniorsanders@gmail.com
(541) 829-1139

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jamie Fillmore (jfillmore66@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:37:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jamie Fillmore 
9174 SW Waverly Drive
Portland, OR 97224
jfillmore66@gmail.com
(503) 703-0963

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Carla Salido (csalidodvm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:38:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Carla Salido 
85245 Oland Ln
Eugene, OR 97405
csalidodvm@gmail.com
(541) 525-5406

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Elisabeth Wyllie (eawyllie@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:38:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Wyllie 
15000 SW Farmington Rd
Beaverton, OR 97007
eawyllie@comcast.net
(503) 627-9035

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jake Jacobs (p-jjacobs@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:40:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jake Jacobs 
2545 NE 22nd Ave, Portland OR 97212
Jake, OR 97212
p-jjacobs@msn.com
(503) 288-3264

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Deborah Curtis (ddcurtis_21@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:41:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Curtis 
5300 E. Main St. Apt. 346
Hillsboro, OR 97123
ddcurtis_21@yahoo.com
(971) 280-4780

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: James Jordan (ecovibes69.fractal@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:42:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

James Jordan 
4427 NE Alberta Ct
Portland, OR 97218
ecovibes69.fractal@gmail.com
(484) 330-6381

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Esther Rosengarten (grosengarten@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:44:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Esther Rosengarten 
7766 se bayberry dr
Beaverton, OR 97007
grosengarten@hotmail.com
(978) 888-1517

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: John McSwigan (mcswigan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:46:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John McSwigan 
6358 NE Rosebay Dr
John, OR 97124
mcswigan@gmail.com
(503) 887-7653

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Walter Englert (walter.englert@reed.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:46:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Walter Englert 
3525 SE Insley St.
Walter, OR 97202
walter.englert@reed.edu
(503) 775-8470

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Anna Cowen (annaysun@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:46:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Anna Cowen 
4235 Se 99th Ave.
Portland, OR 97266
annaysun@yahoo.com
(503) 865-8406

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jan Harrell (alanjan@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:47:24 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jan Harrell 
219 W Hersey
Ashland, OR 97520
alanjan@charter.net
(541) 482-2918

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gwen Jaspers (burdock@efn.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:47:57 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gwen Jaspers 
1061 W. 10th
Eugene, OR 97402
burdock@efn.org
(541) 686-4134

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Heidi Welte (capa_7@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:48:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Heidi Welte 
18880 SW Hart Rd
ALOHA, OR 97007
capa_7@yahoo.com
(971) 570-8989

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Valerie Snyder (mvensnyder@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:50:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Snyder 
3311 Valley Crest Way
Forest Grove, OR 97116
mvensnyder@yahoo.com
(971) 242-9517

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Charles Langford (langford@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:51:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Charles Langford 
1640 N.W.Kings Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
langford@peak.org
(541) 757-2531

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Greg Steinke (gsteinke9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:55:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Greg Steinke 
445 SW Spindrift
Greg, OR 97341
gsteinke9@gmail.com
(541) 765-2406

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patience Bingham (patibingham@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:55:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patience Bingham 
2533 SE 38th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
patibingham@gmail.com
(503) 232-5300

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ron McCutchen (rjmccutchen@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:56:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ron McCutchen 
8 Dover Way
Ron, OR 97034
rjmccutchen@yahoo.com
(503) 855-4712

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sharyl Baumann (sharylandtom@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:56:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sharyl Baumann 
735 Valleywood Dr. SE
Salem, OR 97306
sharylandtom@live.com
(503) 585-2187

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bobbie Hensle (bobbieh1@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:58:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Hensle 
3940 Silver Falls DR NE
Silverton, OR 97381
bobbieh1@icloud.com
(503) 874-4312

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: marguery lee zucker (lee@thelocomotive.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:02:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

marguery lee zucker 
1966 orchard st.
Eugene, OR 97403
lee@thelocomotive.com
(541) 465-9062

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Elliott Taylor (eldritchspicer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:04:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Elliott Taylor 
287 S 8th Ave
Cornelius, OR 97113
eldritchspicer@gmail.com
(317) 370-9510

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Charlotta Ball (mariahball@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:04:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Charlotta Ball 
181 SE 18th Ave, Hillsboro Oregon 97123
Hillsboro, OR 97123
mariahball@yahoo.com
(801) 201-9147

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Scott Crockett (smc320@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:05:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Scott Crockett 
PO Box 810
Florence, OR 97439
smc320@msn.com
(541) 997-1007

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Karen Nelson (pastorkaren@gknelson.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:10:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Karen Nelson 
4330 Council Crest Drive, Suite B
Portland, OR 97239
pastorkaren@gknelson.net
(503) 957-6815

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pamela Collord (pcollord@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:11:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Collord 
2817 SE Swain Ave
Oak Grove, OR 97267
pcollord@yahoo.com
(503) 464-6500

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: RICHARD CHAPMAN (chapmanrich@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:11:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

RICHARD CHAPMAN 
5245 SW Dosch Rd
Portland, OR 97239
chapmanrich@gmail.com
(503) 984-7554

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Art Bousel (abousel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:11:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Art Bousel 
5858 SW Riveridge Lane
Portland, OR 97239
abousel@gmail.com
(503) 206-5597

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dennis Morgan (denjmorgan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:12:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dennis Morgan 
PO Box 71
Umpqua, OR 97486
denjmorgan@gmail.com
(541) 677-8605

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Danda Sweetwater (dsweetwater@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:12:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Danda Sweetwater 
337 NW Bailey Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
dsweetwater@yahoo.com
(503) 616-3318

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Victoria Holzendorf (vinvanmo@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:16:24 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Holzendorf 
5063 Foothills Dr #H, CONDO Unit H
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
vinvanmo@yahoo.com
(503) 957-3454

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patrick Reid (patandprece@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:18:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Reid 
93931 Bridge View Ln
North Bend, OR 97459
patandprece@hotmail.com
(541) 404-7051

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dan Sherwood (dan@dansherwood.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:18:26 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dan Sherwood 
1719 SE 35th Ave.
Dan, OR 97214
dan@dansherwood.com
(503) 232-4266

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: William Sinton (sintonwilliam@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:19:30 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

William Sinton 
1932, SW Broadleaf Dr
Portland, OR 97219
sintonwilliam@gmail.com
(917) 304-9685

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Starr Hagopian (starrhagopian@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:19:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Starr Hagopian 
Po box 242
Canyon city, OR 97820
starrhagopian@gmail.com
(541) 620-2090

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: shelley kaplan (shelleyjkaplan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:21:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

shelley kaplan 
7493 20th Ave S
Salem, OR 97306
shelleyjkaplan@yahoo.com
(503) 689-3303

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ben Horner-Johnson (bch-j@nualumni.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:25:38 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ben Horner-Johnson 
12074 SE 37th Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
bch-j@nualumni.com
(503) 555-1212

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Aaron Dukes (aarondukes@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:29:38 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Aaron Dukes 
1767 12th St., #256
Aaron, OR 97031
aarondukes@yahoo.com
(415) 806-3489

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Judy Sanseri (js3022@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:30:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Judy Sanseri 
17155 Fir Drive
Sandy, OR 97055
js3022@msn.com
(503) 453-2200

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bob Shotland (bshotland@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:30:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bob Shotland 
1260 NW Naito Pkwy Unit 1002
Portland, OR 97209
bshotland@aol.com
(510) 525-1234

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marcel Liberge (pmasiac@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:31:42 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marcel Liberge 
PO Box 277
Murphy, OR 97533
pmasiac@yahoo.com
(541) 916-2554

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Hugh Peach (hgp@adapt.global) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:31:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Hugh Peach 
16232 NW OAKHILLS DRIVE
BEAVERTON, OR 97006
hgp@adapt.global
(503) 645-0716

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Virginia Tarango (mazvirtar@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:32:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Tarango 
2311 SE 34th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
mazvirtar@gmail.com
(503) 997-0828

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Brian Longley (brian@zotzdigital.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:34:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Brian Longley 
525 NW Savage St.
Grants Pass, OR 97526
brian@zotzdigital.com
(541) 471-0075

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Zechariah Heck (zheck24@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:34:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Zechariah Heck 
82 NW RIVERSIDE BLVD, Apt 6
Bend, OR 97703
zheck24@gmail.com
(541) 761-7179

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jodie Kemp Willard (bears4evr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:34:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jodie Kemp Willard 
38800 Creekside Loop, 314
Sandy, OR 97055
bears4evr@gmail.com
(971) 570-7333

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Victoria Meier (meier235@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:36:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Victoria Meier 
4669 Exeter St
West Linn, OR 97068
meier235@gmail.com
(503) 656-8612

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gladys Melton (gladspirit4@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:36:11 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gladys Melton 
7316 se Hawthorne
Portland, OR 97215
gladspirit4@aol.com
(503) 757-8959

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: John Little (jjlittle@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:38:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John Little 
807 S Mountain Ave
John, OR 97520
jjlittle@charter.net
(541) 234-5566

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kathleen Ruiz (kat77klaws@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:38:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Ruiz 
726 2nd Avenue
Seaside, OR 97138
kat77klaws@gmail.com
(555) 555-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Peter Rux (pcrux@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:38:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Peter Rux 
2853 SE Brooklyn St
Portland, OR 97202
pcrux@aol.com
(503) 297-3435

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: sunita marathe (neetagm@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:38:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

sunita marathe 
4287 nw chanticleer dr
portlans, OR 97229
neetagm@hotmail.com
(503) 336-0667

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ron Robinson (dancing.creek@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:38:46 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ron Robinson 
12759 Elkhead Rd
Oakland, OR 97462
dancing.creek@hotmail.com
(541) 459-9362

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: CARRIE MCDOWELL (carrieluan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:40:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

CARRIE MCDOWELL 
3611 hwy 97 N
k.falls, OR 97601
carrieluan@yahoo.com
(541) 234-6417

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stan Zitnik (szitnik@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:40:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stan Zitnik 
170 SE Bayview
Stan, OR 97341
szitnik@outlook.com
(541) 291-7448

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: john borland (johnborland08@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:41:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

john borland 
2511 Caves Camp Rd
Williams, OR 97544
johnborland08@gmail.com
(541) 846-9305

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Anne Ryland (annejory@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:42:30 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Anne Ryland 
1130 Ivy Lane
Ashland, OR 97520
annejory@aol.com
(541) 552-0984

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Craig Heverly (heverlyjc@hevanet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:43:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Craig Heverly 
3712 SE 9th Avenue
Portland, OR 97202
heverlyjc@hevanet.com
(503) 724-2763

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marilee Dea (marileedea@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:43:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marilee Dea 
4618 ne killingsworth
Pdx, OR 97218
marileedea@comcast.net
(503) 490-8248

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marie Petrasy (universalroots@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:44:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marie Petrasy 
7025 ne Hoyt st
Portland, OR 97213
universalroots@yahoo.com
(503) 251-1260

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Laurie Perry (laurelperry82@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:44:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Laurie Perry 
2210 SW Ecole Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
laurelperry82@gmail.com
(503) 430-1818

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: James Clark (bendclarksr4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:45:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

James Clark 
1863 NE Yellowstone LN
Bend, OR 97701
bendclarksr4@gmail.com
(541) 749-8284

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Nina Rollow (nrollow37@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:46:11 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Nina Rollow 
1333 SE Nehalem Street
Portland, OR 97202
nrollow37@comcast.net
(503) 232-1445

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dean Sigler (muchcatfur@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:46:55 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dean Sigler 
18845 SW Vista St
Aloha, OR 97003
muchcatfur@comcast.net
(503) 649-2006

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Clint Maurice (camsqr@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:49:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Clint Maurice 
1911 SE 26th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
camsqr@msn.com
(503) 235-2781

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Thomas Brandes (tomrbpark@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:50:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Brandes 
1080 East Park Street
Grants Pass, OR 97527
tomrbpark@charter.net
(541) 479-4692

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Susan Haywood (susansaphone2@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:50:57 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susan Haywood 
2146 NW Everett St
Portland, OR 97210
susansaphone2@yahoo.com
(310) 570-0824

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Melissa Hoving (melissa.jersett@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:54:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hoving 
3315 SE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
melissa.jersett@gmail.com
(269) 689-6491

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Philip Ratcliff (skazz999w@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:55:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Philip Ratcliff 
4665 Tragen Ct. SE
Salem, OR 97302
skazz999w@hotmail.com
(503) 894-4858

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jim Freeberg (jfreeberg0@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:56:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jim Freeberg 
823 Blackberry ln.
Ashland, OR 97520
jfreeberg0@aol.com
(541) 488-7441

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rheama Koonce (petalsfab1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 9:59:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rheama Koonce 
7826  SW Barnard Drive
Beaverton, OR 97007
petalsfab1@yahoo.com
(503) 828-6062

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Les Gray (salsanovapdx@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:01:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Les Gray 
902 SE Atherton Ave.
Gresham, OR 97080
salsanovapdx@yahoo.com
(503) 405-6802

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: A. Todd (todd87701@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:04:18 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

A. Todd 
PO Box 41783
A., OR 97404
todd87701@gmail.com
(541) 912-5611

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Heather Walker-Dale (arydonis@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:05:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Heather Walker-Dale 
26761 SW 45th Dr
Wilsonville, OR 97070
arydonis@hotmail.com
(503) 682-7212

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kathleen Jones (kcj14@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:06:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Jones 
6812 sw mayo st
Portland, OR 97223
kcj14@aol.com
(503) 799-7468

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mariah Forrest (maforrest3115@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:09:05 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mariah Forrest 
3755 Saxon Drive S
Salem, OR 97302
maforrest3115@aol.com
(503) 689-1215

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Timothy Cohalan (tcohalan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:11:21 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Timothy Cohalan 
362 w d st
Springfield, OR 97477
tcohalan@gmail.com
(609) 618-7533

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Cory Buckley (corybuckley@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:11:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Cory Buckley 
11338 SW 91st Ct
Tigard, OR 97223
corybuckley@gmail.com
(717) 779-8366

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Moreland Smith (msmith@roguecc.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:13:30 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Moreland Smith 
6381 Wagner Creek Road
Talent, OR 97540
msmith@roguecc.edu
(541) 535-1085

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Leslie Burpo (leslieburpo1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:13:38 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Leslie Burpo 
P.O. Box 5468
Leslie, OR 97405
leslieburpo1@gmail.com
(541) 729-5945

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: AuTumn Davidson (davidson.autumn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:13:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

AuTumn Davidson 
1533   N Jarrett St
Portland, OR 97217
davidson.autumn@gmail.com
(401) 644-7812

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jason Anderson (andersjea@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:15:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jason Anderson 
89743 Johnson Creek Rd
Leaburg, OR 97489
andersjea@yahoo.com
(541) 485-1932

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Trisha ten Broeke (ttenbroeke@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:16:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Trisha ten Broeke 
14688 SE Carol Ave
Trisha, OR 97267
ttenbroeke@msn.com
(503) 504-7244

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jana Lesko (janalesko@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:17:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jana Lesko 
5535 SW Texas St
Portland, OR 97219
janalesko@hotmail.com
(503) 250-2724

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Virginia Harper (colorfarm@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:18:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Harper 
27411 SW Xanthus Court
Sherwood, OR 97140
colorfarm@msn.com
(503) 704-2711

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kayron Garstka (kgarstka@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:19:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kayron Garstka 
24737 SW Ladd Hill Rd
Sherwood, OR 97140
kgarstka@yahoo.com
(971) 979-2820

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Richard Lauer (larrylauer@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:19:35 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Richard Lauer 
880 Gun Club Road N, PO BOX 183
Independence, OR 97351
larrylauer@charter.net
(503) 838-1168

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Barbara Arlen (grammabarb01@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:22:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Arlen 
5055 NE Elliott Circle Unit 76
Barbara, OR 97330
grammabarb01@comcast.net
(541) 230-1101

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Edith Orner (ediestewart29@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:23:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Edith Orner 
2054 54th Ave SE
Albany, OR 97322
ediestewart29@msn.com
(541) 926-5989

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mark Rochester (mrock@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:23:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mark Rochester 
PO Box 736
Sutherlin, OR 97479
mrock@q.com
(541) 459-9479

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sheila Spencer (sheraspencer@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:27:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Spencer 
2212 SW 4th St
Gresham, OR 97080
sheraspencer@earthlink.net
(503) 669-8620

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sandy Deines (sandydeines@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:27:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sandy Deines 
1551 Center Street NE
Salem, OR 97301
sandydeines@yahoo.com
(503) 588-0340

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Debra Smith (rubydeb5@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:28:44 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Debra Smith 
14561 Southeast Garland Lane
Milwaukie, OR 97267
rubydeb5@yahoo.com
(503) 888-3035

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marcy Lauer (marcylauer@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:28:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marcy Lauer 
880 Gun Club Road N, PO BOX 183
Independence, OR 97351
marcylauer@charter.net
(503) 838-1168

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Laurel Temple (ltemple07@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:29:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Laurel Temple 
10175 SW Katherine St
Tigard, OR 97223
ltemple07@gmail.com
(503) 268-1596

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stephen Funk (sf@stephenfunkphotography.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:29:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Funk 
2030 SW Roxbury Ave
Stephen, OR 97225
sf@stephenfunkphotography.com
(503) 523-8796

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stacey Gunderson (omaha_sunshine@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:31:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stacey Gunderson 
9767 SE Talbert St
Clackamas, OR 97015
omaha_sunshine@yahoo.com
(701) 540-2352

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Julie Whalen (lotrfan827@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:34:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Julie Whalen 
2585 nw overlook drive
Hillsboro, OR 97124
lotrfan827@aol.com
(925) 699-4388

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tomie Timon (tomietim@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:37:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tomie Timon 
1574 Coburg Rd
Eugene, OR 97401
tomietim@gmail.com
(530) 307-9423

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Moira Hadlock (moiragayle@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:42:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Moira Hadlock 
15190 SW Jaylee Street
Beaverton, OR 97007
moiragayle@frontier.com
(503) 641-3024

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Lynn Parodi (mlwp1@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:47:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Lynn Parodi 
12045 SW Springwood Dr
Tigard, OR 97223
mlwp1@comcast.net
(503) 524-3497

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sarah Bosserman (psbosser@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:47:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bosserman 
15085 SE Sedona Drive
Clackamas, OR 97015
psbosser@yahoo.com
(503) 855-5158

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: C Reilly (2awrylyx@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:55:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

C Reilly 
13010 NW Westlawn
Portland, OR 97229
2awrylyx@gmail.com
(503) 222-3333

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michael Morrow (mwmorrow1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 10:55:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michael Morrow 
6446 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
mwmorrow1@msn.com
(503) 538-3782

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: John Christensen (nagarkot247@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:06:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

John Christensen 
39825 Gordon Creek Rd
Corbett, OR 97019
nagarkot247@gmail.com
(971) 645-3882

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jan Bird (bird_house1965@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:06:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jan Bird 
59929 Lakeshore Rd
Joseph, OR 97846
bird_house1965@yahoo.com
(541) 432-0280

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lila Harris (jacky.harris1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:06:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lila Harris 
3763 Oak Ridge Ln
Hubbard, OR 97032
jacky.harris1@yahoo.com
(503) 981-6979

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Carolyn Eckel (tlew4002@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:07:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Eckel 
18542 NE Wasco
Portland, OR 97230
tlew4002@earthlink.net
(503) 251-5939

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: MARK KEEFER (stonetemple@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:08:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

MARK KEEFER 
882 HATTON AVE
EUGENE, OR 97404
stonetemple@comcast.net
(541) 687-6533

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kathleen Griffin (kathleenhgriffin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:10:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Griffin 
1375 BAILEY AVE
EUGENE, OR 97402
kathleenhgriffin@gmail.com
(541) 285-7438

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Julie Nader (julie_nader@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:10:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Julie Nader 
22525 SW Rickard Place
Sherwood, OR 97140
julie_nader@yahoo.com
(503) 625-3882

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Susan Khalsa-Wyborski (harigun@lovepac.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:11:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susan Khalsa-Wyborski 
980 14TH ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301
harigun@lovepac.org
(503) 581-2901

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Aura Wright (rjandaura@mail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:12:57 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Aura Wright 
PO Box 4594
Brookings, OR 97415
rjandaura@mail.com
(541) 661-6308

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: JOHN SINGISER (jsingiser@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:16:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

JOHN SINGISER 
616 NE FARGO ST APT. 303, 28
PORTLAND, OR 97212
jsingiser@hotmail.com
(650) 575-0512

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kathryn Boula (kboula.inwcultural@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:17:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Boula 
1404 1st st
La Grande, OR 97850
kboula.inwcultural@hotmail.com
(541) 962-5449

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Steve Sheehy (sheehy.s@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:23:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Steve Sheehy 
4727 Alpine Dr.
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
sheehy.s@charter.net
(555) 555-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: curt clay (curtclay@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:24:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

curt clay 
POB 822
Coos Bay, OR 97420
curtclay@gmail.com
(541) 294-7756

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Glenn Fithian-Barrett (glenn.fithianbarrett@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:27:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Glenn Fithian-Barrett 
2834 SE 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
glenn.fithianbarrett@gmail.com
(503) 232-4606

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: jane bartosz (janemir@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:29:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

jane bartosz 
lone oak, 1125 genie ct.
salem, OR 97302
janemir@msn.com
(503) 391-8848

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Melissa Vidovich (melvidov@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:35:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Melissa Vidovich 
1638 SE 12th Ave
Melissa, OR 97214
melvidov@att.net
(317) 946-0782

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: angie heide (angieheide@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:39:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

angie heide 
1230 s.e. morrison street
portland, OR 97214
angieheide@yahoo.com
(503) 995-0961

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Henry Bennett (hankusb@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:41:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Henry Bennett 
4014 SE Grant Court
Portland, OR 97214
hankusb@comcast.net
(503) 234-2955

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alice Shapiro (alice.shapiro2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:49:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alice Shapiro 
7426 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
alice.shapiro2@gmail.com
(541) 999-7278

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Virginia Weisman (north_lady_ice@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:51:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Virginia Weisman 
2090 Laurelhurst Dr
Eugene, OR 97402
north_lady_ice@yahoo.com
(541) 232-5373

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: DAVID CHRISTENSEN (davidchristensen1961@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:52:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

DAVID CHRISTENSEN 
3791 SE WILLAMETTE AVE
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
davidchristensen1961@gmail.com
(503) 960-1646

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Suzanne Zook (suez51@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 11:55:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Zook 
PO Box 601
Cave Junction, OR 97523
suez51@yahoo.com
(541) 592-4266

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Raul Serrano (rserrano28@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:12:07 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Raul Serrano 
5225 SW Oleson Road, Unit 12
Portland, OR 97225
rserrano28@yahoo.com
(503) 330-6651

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jacqueline Glyde (glydenewz@bigpond.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:13:24 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Glyde 
9455 ne alderwood rd
portland, OR 97220
glydenewz@bigpond.com
(513) 914-6317

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kristin McGee (k.a.mcgee@rug.nl) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:20:43 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kristin McGee 
2453 Crestmont Circle South
Salem, OR 97302
k.a.mcgee@rug.nl
(503) 364-3180

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robert Herald (rwherald@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:30:54 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robert Herald 
315 NW Maywood Drive
Robert, OR 97210
rwherald@comcast.net
(503) 894-9399

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ghia Griffin (ghia_griffin@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:30:57 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ghia Griffin 
29 Geer Circle
Port Orford, OR 97465
ghia_griffin@yahoo.com
(541) 441-6557

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Norma Lindh-Nussbaum (wethe4@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:38:36 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Norma Lindh-Nussbaum 
2763 Alder St.
Eugene, OR 97405
wethe4@yahoo.com
(458) 205-5895

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Madeleine Landis (yurtwoman@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:40:51 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Landis 
Box 6
Camp Sherman, OR 97730
yurtwoman@mac.com
(541) 595-2088

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jeri Silfies (jdsilfies@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:42:50 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jeri Silfies 
13160 SW 63rd Avenue
Portland, OR 97219
jdsilfies@aol.com
(503) 639-6479

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Evelyn Pietrowski-Ciullo (kisadancer@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:22:59 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Pietrowski-Ciullo 
1145 Madison st NE
Salem, OR 97301
kisadancer@comcast.net
(503) 581-7488

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Gooley (dtgooley@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:29:54 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Gooley 
4625 SW 42nd Place
Portland, OR 97221
dtgooley@comcast.net
(503) 452-0320

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: James Knight (jedi97002@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:34:07 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

James Knight 
906 Pioneer DR
Silverton, OR 97381
jedi97002@yahoo.com
(503) 874-4456

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: jerry melton (melton0010@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:42:40 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

jerry melton 
1129 Nw Harrison Blvd
Corvallis, OR 97330
melton0010@comcast.net
(541) 753-6720

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alan MacComb (alanmaccomb@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:58:55 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alan MacComb 
16076 Elkhorn Ln
La Pine, OR 97739
alanmaccomb@frontier.com
(503) 429-5708

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Monte Lemieux (redford2014.ml@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:12:29 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Monte Lemieux 
2662 NW Elm Avenue
Redmond, OR 97756
redford2014.ml@gmail.com
(425) 870-2664

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Wendy Vanderwerf (wendymgw@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:47:56 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Wendy Vanderwerf 
8048 NE Miriam Way
Beaverton, OR 97006
wendymgw@gmail.com
(503) 729-2902

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: LARY MCKEE (lary@larymckee.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:56:25 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

LARY MCKEE 
850 MESQUITE LN NE
GERVAIS, OR 97026
lary@larymckee.com
(503) 792-3192

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: J. Ron Hess (rhess595@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 3:03:05 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

J. Ron Hess 
80916 Lajoie Rd.
Creswell, OR 97426
rhess595@gmail.com
(541) 942-6426

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Matt Anderson (matt.anderson65@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 3:22:01 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Matt Anderson 
443 SE Dance Dr
Estacada, OR 97023
matt.anderson65@icloud.com
(971) 248-0393

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Hilary Buys (hlbuys3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 3:25:55 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Hilary Buys 
1647 Salishan St SE
Salem, OR 97302
hlbuys3@gmail.com
(503) 508-2526

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: lyric apted (peace@snottygrrl.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 3:31:10 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

lyric apted 
2228 NE Multnomah Street, Apt k
Portland, OR 97232
peace@snottygrrl.org
(234) 567-8901

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Eastman (etribe@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 3:53:20 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Eastman 
1312 NE Wagon Rd.
Toledo, OR 97391
etribe@charter.net
(541) 635-0030

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Blake Hottle (blake.hottle@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 3:59:02 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Blake Hottle 
604 NE Galloway St
McMinnville, OR 97128
blake.hottle@comcast.net
(503) 883-9066

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Wendy McKee (wendy.m.mckee2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 4:37:27 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Wendy McKee 
730 N.W. Witham Drive
Corvallis, OR 97330
wendy.m.mckee2@gmail.com
(541) 753-9013

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Janel Erickson (janelbetherickson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 5:02:35 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Janel Erickson 
1622 W Broadway Ave
Janel, OR 97402
janelbetherickson@gmail.com
(541) 505-6789

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: donald orwick (mat.oz@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 5:07:32 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

donald orwick 
3667 Elderberry Dr. S.
Salem, OR 97302
mat.oz@comcast.net
(503) 881-1523

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michelle Sheldon (buddybird3@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 5:31:50 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Sheldon 
31638 Beaver Homes Rd
Rainier, OR 97048
buddybird3@comcast.net
(999) 999-9999

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lois White (loeyw1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 5:36:07 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lois White 
1470A Redwood Circle
Grants Pass, OR 97527
loeyw1@gmail.com
(541) 474-7234

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Steven King (stevenking541@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 5:47:48 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Steven King 
1208  Birch Ave
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
stevenking541@outlook.com
(541) 649-1184

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lois White (loey11@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 5:55:20 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lois White 
1470A Redwood Circle
Grants Pass, OR 97527
loey11@yahoo.com
(541) 225-6890

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kelly Larkin (mhmcmwb@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:02:00 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kelly Larkin 
8938 NW Benson Street
Kelly, OR 97229
mhmcmwb@aol.com
(503) 327-8363

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Gail Massoll (gmassoll@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:08:12 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Gail Massoll 
922 NW 11th AVE APT 203
Portland, OR 97209
gmassoll@me.com
(949) 735-1011

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Siobhan Van Lanen (siobhanmassage@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:19:57 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Siobhan Van Lanen 
8130 NW Oak Creek Dr.
Corvallis, OR 97330
siobhanmassage@comcast.net
(541) 766-8590

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dana Bleckinger (wooflevi@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:22:57 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dana Bleckinger 
PO Box 904
Yachats, OR 97498
wooflevi@yahoo.com
(503) 245-1205

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Benjamin Welch (benjaminbwelch@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:25:57 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Welch 
1512 Evergreen Dr'
Eugene, OR 97404
benjaminbwelch@gmail.com
(541) 232-4126

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dave Potter (kpottermom@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:35:00 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dave Potter 
3930 Rio Vista Way
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
kpottermom@yahoo.com
(541) 850-3293

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dana Bleckinger (dbleckinger@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:45:45 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dana Bleckinger 
1045 Driftwood Ln/P.O. box 904
Yachats, OR 97498
dbleckinger@yahoo.com
(503) 245-1205

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bob Hannigan (hanniganjb@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 6:51:06 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bob Hannigan 
1820 NW Hawthorn Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
hanniganjb@comcast.net
(541) 230-1050

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mollie Guillemette (mollie.guillemette@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:24:52 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mollie Guillemette 
6135 NE 27th ave
Mollie, OR 97211
mollie.guillemette@gmail.com
(206) 604-1211

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robin Thompson (robinthompson4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:27:36 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robin Thompson 
2688 Clay Creek Way
Ashland, OR 97520
robinthompson4@gmail.com
(541) 708-5115

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: paul joy (joymates@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:30:20 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

paul joy 
6600 se clackamas rd, Apt, Suite, Bldg. (optional)
Milwaukie, OR 97267
joymates@yahoo.com
(503) 407-2520

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: jules moritz (mazda63@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:35:34 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

jules moritz 
8285 nw mitchell dr
corvallis, OR 97330
mazda63@comcast.net
(541) 754-0405

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jane Moore (janeanne55@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:37:50 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jane Moore 
8635 SW Laurel Leaf Ln, Portland OR 97225
Jane, OR 97225
janeanne55@gmail.com
(503) 816-9610

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: WILLIS HEAVENRICH (nednlulu@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:38:47 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

WILLIS HEAVENRICH 
44218 Anderson lane
Astoria, OR 97103
nednlulu@yahoo.com
(503) 458-5182

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Morton Smith (mort@ashlandcreek.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:17:58 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Morton Smith 
129 5th
ashland, OR 97520
mort@ashlandcreek.net
(541) 482-7292

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Morton Smith (mortysmith36@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:19:01 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Morton Smith 
129 5th
ashland, OR 97520
mortysmith36@gmail.com
(541) 482-7292

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Randy Kozar (randy_kozar@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:20:49 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Randy Kozar 
577 NE Buena Vista
Randy, OR 97124
randy_kozar@yahoo.com
(503) 681-2276

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tonia Twigger (tonia.twigger@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:22:47 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tonia Twigger 
1465 Holly Street
West Linn, OR 97068
tonia.twigger@gmail.com
(503) 636-8489

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Judith Fisher (chezjude@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:23:37 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Judith Fisher 
36847 Allstead Lane
Halfway, OR 97834
chezjude@hotmail.com
(360) 830-5332

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Steven Schafer (steven.schafer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:05:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Steven Schafer 
PO Box 432
Steven, OR 97075
steven.schafer@gmail.com
(503) 863-1593

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Judi Stratton (judistratton@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:56:33 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Judi Stratton 
PO Box 214
Jacksonville, OR 97530
judistratton@outlook.com
(541) 899-5315

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patricia Robertson (patty97321@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:56:05 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Robertson 
32658 Peoria Rd SW
Albany, OR 97321
patty97321@yahoo.com
(541) 974-4137

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Erik Olaf (olaferik@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:41:38 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Erik Olaf 
3634 SE Ogden St.
Portland, OR 97215
olaferik@hotmail.com
(503) 890-4603

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Diane Craig (creativekiwi@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:40:41 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Diane Craig 
8525 SW Davies Road
Beaverton, OR 97008
creativekiwi@comcast.net
(505) 828-0309

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Shandra Officer (bobshandrainparadise@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:39:16 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Shandra Officer 
1987 9th St, Springfield Oregon 97477
Shandra, OR 97477
bobshandrainparadise@yahoo.com
(541) 517-8487

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Laurie Robinson (archer.laur@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:38:26 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Laurie Robinson 
3411 SE Tibbetts St.
Portland, OR 97202
archer.laur@gmail.com
(503) 928-2357

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jean Svadlenka (storm33@sonic.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:36:50 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jean Svadlenka 
7010 SW Highland Ct
Wilsonville, OR 97070
storm33@sonic.net
(503) 570-3205

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sarah Bartol (sarahannbartol@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:33:38 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bartol 
4137 SE 37th Ave #2
Portland, OR 97202
sarahannbartol@gmail.com
(971) 282-8169

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michelle Casey (michellecasey02@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:27:43 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michelle Casey 
3745 Southeast Belmont Street
Portland, OR 97214
michellecasey02@gmail.com
(928) 713-8302

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Judith Maron-Friend (judiemaronfriend@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:00:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Judith Maron-Friend 
8725 NE Broadway Street
Portland, OR 97220
judiemaronfriend@gmail.com
(503) 753-1590

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tiffany Spahn (devilspahn@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:03:58 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Spahn 
1013 Se Cora St
Portland, OR 97202
devilspahn@hotmail.com
(503) 702-9376

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: marilyn Costamagna (gypsywind55@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 9:39:03 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

marilyn Costamagna 
2401 Acorn Way
Marilyn, OR 97504
gypsywind55@gmail.com
(541) 245-3965

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Elizabeth King (crazyartist310@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:01:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth King 
8945 NW Kaiser Rd
Portland, OR 97231
crazyartist310@yahoo.com
(530) 244-1114

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Edwards (david@riverbird.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:01:02 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Edwards 
291 Limerick Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
david@riverbird.com
(541) 543-6867

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Claire Cohen (clasico18@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 7:02:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Claire Cohen 
5051 Foothills Dr, Unit F, Unit F
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
clasico18@msn.com
(503) 699-4151

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pam McLellan (frompam@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:55:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pam McLellan 
831 Snell St
Eugene, OR 97405
frompam@gmail.com
(541) 636-4674

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pam Rensch (jrensch3722@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:28:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pam Rensch 
35024 Maple Street
St Helens, OR 97051
jrensch3722@msn.com
(503) 397-3722

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pamela Berkowitz (paberkowitz@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:15:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Berkowitz 
6225 N Coast Hwy, 98
Newport, OR 97365
paberkowitz@yahoo.com
(971) 237-4610

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pamela Gormley (pj.gormley@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pamela Gormley 
P.O. Box 487
Beaverton, OR 97075
pj.gormley@frontier.com
(503) 643-9828

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Pat Powers-Jaeger (pjaeger777@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:50:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Pat Powers-Jaeger 
2361 North Menzies Ct.
Pat, OR 97217
pjaeger777@gmail.com
(503) 247-7530

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patricia Horter (lacengh@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:40 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Horter 
17947 NW Sauvie Is.Rd.
Portland, OR 97231
lacengh@gmail.com
(503) 433-1902

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patricia Long (sallyforth00@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:40:22 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Long 
2034 columbia blvd.,, PMB 501
Saint Helens, OR 97051
sallyforth00@yahoo.com
(971) 225-0655

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patricia Wickman (kateypat@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:45:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wickman 
2240 nw 27 st
Patricia, OR 97330
kateypat@comcast.net
(541) 752-4602

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Patrick Bak (bakpatrick@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:39:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Patrick Bak 
778 Widgeon Rd
Redmond, OR 97756
bakpatrick@hotmail.com
(503) 477-3916

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Patty Larsen   
18 Skyline Ave.  
Astoria, OR 97103  
larsenpatty4581@gmail.com  
(503) 325-0074  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:larsenpatty4581@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Paul Gardner (sjprg@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:50:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Paul Gardner 
962 Brandon St.
Central Point, OR 97502
sjprg@sbcglobal.net
(408) 828-8193

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Paul Halliday (phalliday@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:13:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Paul Halliday 
750 Division St. #232
The Dalles, OR 97058
phalliday@charter.net
(541) 705-4640

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Peggy Loveless (peggy7153@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:51:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Loveless 
1186 NE Parks Edge Cir, Hillsboro Oregon 97124
Peggy, OR 97124
peggy7153@frontier.com
(503) 648-1492

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Peggy Naumann (peggynaumann7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:56:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Naumann 
18300 Bryant Road
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
peggynaumann7@gmail.com
(503) 314-5876

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: PEter Ewert (mewert@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:20:08 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

PEter Ewert 
2809 NE Jackson School Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97124
mewert@gmail.com
(503) 844-0621

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Peter Krug (petercharles3216@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:38:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Peter Krug 
4627 NE 17
Portland, OR 97211
petercharles3216@outlook.com
(503) 287-0335

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Peter Sergienko (petersergienko@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:05:58 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Peter Sergienko 
2127 NW Irving St Apt 101
Portland, OR 97210
petersergienko@gmail.com
(503) 841-8580

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Philip Colvard   
520 Palm St  
Medford, OR 97501  
prcolvard@gmail.com  
(541) 779-6619  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
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From: Phoebe McFadden (thunderbirdlux@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:32:52 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Phoebe McFadden 
8855 SW Pacer Drive
Beaverton, OR 97008
thunderbirdlux@comcast.net
(661) 714-3797

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Phyllis Rapport (prapportnd@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:08:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Rapport 
620 Morey Rd
Talent, OR 97540
prapportnd@yahoo.com
(541) 535-3241

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Randall Nerwick (rnerwick@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:53:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Randall Nerwick 
3438 SE Mary Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97222
rnerwick@gmail.com
(310) 555-0000

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.
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From: Randall Webb (lawrkw@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:41:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Randall Webb 
2328 NW Glisan St
Portland, OR 97210
lawrkw@comcast.net
(503) 866-3254

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Randy Harrison (ran6711@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:51:38 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Randy Harrison 
4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402
ran6711@comcast.net
(541) 463-7534

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Ray West (rawest70@centurylink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:15:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ray West 
41678 Ogier,ln
Astoria, OR 97103
rawest70@centurylink.net
(555) 555-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Rebecca Haas   
5219 SE Belmont St.  
Portland, OR 97215  
rebecca@revolutionpr.com  
(503) 380-8292  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
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Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Rebecca Hollenbeck   
27731 SW Baker Road  
Sherwood, OR 97140  
orhorse1@yahoo.com  
(503) 957-1051  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:orhorse1@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Rebecca Maloney (cedarnd@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:48:15 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Maloney 
3118 SE 79th Avenue
Portland, OR 97206
cedarnd@gmail.com
(971) 533-3789

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Rebecca Tilden (enigma13.bt@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:37:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Tilden 
PO Box 122
Aumsville, OR 97325
enigma13.bt@gmail.com
(503) 851-5743

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Rebeckah Berry (rebeckah.berry@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:43:33 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rebeckah Berry 
246 SW 15th St Apt B4
Bend, OR 97702
rebeckah.berry@gmail.com
(801) 631-0945

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Rene Minz   
350 E 46th Ave  
Eugene, OR 97405  
renebob3@gmail.com  
(541) 554-5221  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:renebob3@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Richard M Cummins (santiamsunset@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:01:21 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Richard M Cummins 
31591 Coburg Bottom Loop Rd
Eugene, OR 97408
santiamsunset@gmail.com
(458) 209-6744

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Richard Martin (coyotemarten@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Richard Martin 
5100 NW Highway 99 W
Corvallis, OR 97330
coyotemarten@gmail.com
(541) 286-0251

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rick McMonagle (zrickmcmonagle@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:36:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rick McMonagle 
1203 SE Boise Street
Portland, OR 97202
zrickmcmonagle@gmail.com
(503) 669-6969

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rick Osborne (enerchilivingspaces@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rick Osborne 
9884 Beach Dr
Birkenfeld, OR 97016
enerchilivingspaces@hotmail.com
(503) 949-5608

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rob Wise (rwise@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:44:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rob Wise 
8909 n applegate rd
Grants pass, OR 97527
rwise@me.com
(541) 521-1212

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robert Beilin (thanxcdc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:33:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robert Beilin 
PO Box 536, 310 northeast williams avenue
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
thanxcdc@gmail.com
(541) 765-2220

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: robert smith (tofindbob@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:16 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

robert smith 
po box 583
clackamas, OR 97015
tofindbob@hotmail.com
(503) 593-7840

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Robinson Kurth   
21828 SW Blackfoot Drive  
Tualatin, OR 97062  
robikelly@earthlink.net  
(503) 826-2526  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:robikelly@earthlink.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Rodney Whisenhunt   
715 W Rainbow St  
Roseburg, OR 97471  
rod.l.whisenhunt@gmail.com  
(541) 672-8715  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:rod.l.whisenhunt@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Ronald Spies   
3640 Rocky Creek Ave.  
Depoe Bay, OR 97341  
bassmanron57@yahoo.com  
(208) 358-1641  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:bassmanron57@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Ross Huffman-Kerr (rosshuffmankerr@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:37:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ross Huffman-Kerr 
1055 s w 16th
Lincoln City, OR 97367
rosshuffmankerr@hotmail.com
(541) 614-0834

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ross Winters (ross-winters@juno.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:51:54 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ross Winters 
21721 Hwy 126
Noti, OR 97461
ross-winters@juno.com
(458) 201-9956

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ruby Grad (rubygrad@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:25:31 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ruby Grad 
3324 NE 47TH AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97213
rubygrad@gmail.com
(503) 753-7106

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Russell Graham (eldergrahams@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:10:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Russell Graham 
4030 Eagle Crest Rd NW
Salem, OR 97304
eldergrahams@me.com
(503) 362-1135

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sabolch Horvat (sabolch.horvat@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:52:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sabolch Horvat 
4442 ne alberta st
Portland, OR 97218
sabolch.horvat@gmail.com
(971) 333-1242

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sandi Cornez (sandicornez@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:32:37 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sandi Cornez 
9134 SW 43rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
sandicornez@gmail.com
(503) 245-4101

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Sandra Holmes   
5557 SW Hewett Blvd  
Portland, OR 97221  
sandra1667@aol.com  
(503) 226-4323  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:sandra1667@aol.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: sandra Schomberg (sandraschomberg@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:28:03 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

sandra Schomberg 
3475 NE Manchester St
Corvallis, OR 97330
sandraschomberg@yahoo.com
(541) 908-5525

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sarah Ferguson (winkytruax@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:20:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sarah Ferguson 
6983 Owl Drive SE
Salem, OR 97306
winkytruax@yahoo.com
(615) 439-5633

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Scott Mahood (scottmahood@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:42:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Scott Mahood 
3530 se hawthorne blvd, 5
portland, OR 97214
scottmahood@hotmail.com
(503) 236-8115

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Scott Troup (scott.troup@intel.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:44:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Scott Troup 
14339 S Stoneridge Dr,
Oregon City, OR 97045
scott.troup@intel.com
(971) 998-7358

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Shannon Pozovich   
363 S. Pine Meadow St.  
Sisters, OR 97759  
spozovich@icloud.com  
(559) 285-7022  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:spozovich@icloud.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Sharon Burge (burge.sherry@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:28:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sharon Burge 
5040 Cumberland Ct
Salem, OR 97306
burge.sherry@yahoo.com
(503) 363-3648

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sheila Golden (goldensheila6@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:07:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sheila Golden 
1411 NE 16th AveApt 324
Portland, OR 97232
goldensheila6@gmail.com
(503) 287-5741

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Shirley Conrad (clarinemarie@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:37:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Shirley Conrad 
PO Box 1475
Grants Pass, OR 97527
clarinemarie@yahoo.com
(541) 378-1210

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stephanie Frye (sassy.frye@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:50:13 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Frye 
1655 S Elm Street Unit 310
Canby, OR 97013
sassy.frye@gmail.com
(503) 592-9571

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Stephen a Nohnson 
3385 SW 100th Ave, Portland Oregon 97225 Portland, OR 97225 seasaj777@gmail.com 
(503) 350-5072  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:seasaj777@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Stephen Bachhuber (srbachhuber1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:39:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bachhuber 
3428 SE 9th Ave.
Stephen, OR 97202
srbachhuber1@gmail.com
(503) 319-3950

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Steve Aydelott (staydelott@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:36:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Steve Aydelott 
20770 Gallop Road
Bend, OR 97701
staydelott@hotmail.com
(541) 312-4173

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Steve Radcliffe (steveradcliffe@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:19:50 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Steve Radcliffe 
2001 South Side Road
Grants Pass, OR 97527
steveradcliffe@peak.org
(541) 479-3487

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Sue Craig   
27233 Huey Lane  
Eugene, OR 97402  
sueacraig@gmail.com  
(541) 607-0204  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:sueacraig@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Sue Hartford (shartford@embarqmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:54:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sue Hartford 
3580 Thomsen Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
shartford@embarqmail.com
(541) 380-1659

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Sue Lundquist   
545 Terrace St.  
Ashland, OR 97520  
suelundquist7@gmail.com  
(541) 488-1078  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:suelundquist7@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Susan Loop (susanloop@windermere.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:34:56 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susan Loop 
3024 NE 44th Ave
Susan, OR 97213
susanloop@windermere.com
(503) 780-9543

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Susan Smith (susana.smith@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susan Smith 
80 Brae Burn Dr.
Eugene, OR 97405
susana.smith@comcast.net
(541) 342-2044

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Susan Weatherby   
23 SE 9th St  
Madras, OR 97741  
sueweatherby78@gmail.com  
(541) 475-1882  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:sueweatherby78@gmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Susie Barton (bartonsusie@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:57:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Susie Barton 
1755 Carmel Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401
bartonsusie@yahoo.com
(408) 259-3439

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Suzanne Geraci (s.geraci@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:17:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Geraci 
1485 Taft St.
Eugene, OR 97402
s.geraci@comcast.net
(541) 688-0000

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tamara Yunker (tamarayunker@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:59:23 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tamara Yunker 
8951 SW 176TH AVE, -- Choose a Country --
Beaverton, OR 97007
tamarayunker@yahoo.com
(503) 591-8880

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tanya Steele (tanyasteele@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:35:27 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tanya Steele 
01520 SW Mary Failing Dr, Apar
Portland, OR 97219
tanyasteele@yahoo.com
(503) 686-1667

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Terry Barber (kalikalani13@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:34:28 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Terry Barber 
1423 A ST. # 12
Springfield, OR 97477
kalikalani13@outlook.com
(458) 209-0078

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Terry Sawyer (tlsawyer@csolutions.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:39:08 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Terry Sawyer 
7447 Jubil Lane SE
Salem, OR 97317
tlsawyer@csolutions.net
(503) 364-3620

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Thomas Durst (tedocious@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:03:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Durst 
470 Tucker Street
Ashland, OR 97520
tedocious@yahoo.com
(541) 261-7809

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tim Lamberson (timlamberson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:16:00 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tim Lamberson 
2686 Gilbert St S
Salem, OR 97302
timlamberson@hotmail.com
(503) 365-8532

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tom Civiletti (civiletti@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:34:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tom Civiletti 
14614 SE Fairoaks Ave.
Tom, OR 97267
civiletti@comcast.net
(503) 351-4060

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tom Keys (tkeyshike@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:40:41 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tom Keys 
1103 SE 21st Ct
Gresham, OR 97080
tkeyshike@msn.com
(503) 432-3882

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Tung Vu (vutung@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:55:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Tung Vu 
16415 SW Keda Ct
SHERWOOD, OR 97140
vutung@sbcglobal.net
(669) 265-7692

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Valerie Adell (seawolf22pdx@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 5:59:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Valerie Adell 
1325 NE 78th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
seawolf22pdx@gmail.com
(503) 327-8998

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Veronica Poklemba   
4417 SE Crystal Springs Blvd.  
Portland, OR 97206  
ronnie717@comcast.net  
(301) 865-4829  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:ronnie717@comcast.net
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
vicki staley   
149 NE 5th Ave  apt B  
Hillsboro, OR 97124  
vickistaley@hotmail.com  
(503) 433-7980  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:vickistaley@hotmail.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,  
  
To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,  
 
I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 
2007 to keep our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.  
 
- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the 
addition of old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029. 
 
- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year 
are held to the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies. 
 
- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display 
both the year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab. 
 
- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the 
most sensitive populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are 
exposed). 
 
- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest 
concern. 
 
HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be 
healthy. For years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind 
those in neighboring California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping 
ground for old, polluting diesel engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from 
Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to 
other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state more than $3 billion annually. 
 
I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Vivian Connolly   
859 Chicago Ave SE Apt 105, #105  
Bandon, OR 97411  
vconnolly22@yahoo.com  
(541) 347-5215  
  
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with 
Sierra Club. Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more 
information. 
 

mailto:vconnolly22@yahoo.com
mailto:core.help@sierraclub.org


From: Wayne Kelly (waynekins@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:10:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Wayne Kelly 
258 A Street, #1-30
Ashland, OR 97520
waynekins@hotmail.com
(541) 201-1159

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Wesley Noone (wnoone@cocc.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:31:48 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Wesley Noone 
67580 HWY 20
Wesley, OR 97703
wnoone@cocc.edu
(541) 550-8246

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Zed Langston (zedlangston@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 6:19:57 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Zed Langston 
4000 Jessen Dr.
Zed, OR 97402
zedlangston@gmail.com
(541) 913-1424

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rhett Doumitt (rdoumitt@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:25:02 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rhett Doumitt 
2675 High St. SE
Salem, OR 97302
rdoumitt@gmail.com
(503) 588-0024

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Michael Renfrow (pdxbeartooth@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:23:31 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Michael Renfrow 
205 NE 58th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
pdxbeartooth@yahoo.com
(503) 236-1553

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: michelle annette (65annette@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:19:46 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

michelle annette 
PO Box 1455
Newport, OR 97365
65annette@gmail.com
(541) 264-1601

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Georgeanne Samuelson (bgsamuelson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:19:19 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Georgeanne Samuelson 
47525 Perkins Street
Oakridge, OR 97463
bgsamuelson@gmail.com
(555) 555-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Vincent Alvarez (captblood123@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:14:19 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Vincent Alvarez 
12671 SE Where Else Ln.
Milwaukie, OR 97222
captblood123@yahoo.com
(503) 839-5781

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Yola Hesser (geoyo@oregonfast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:13:58 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Yola Hesser 
90916 Southview Lane
Florence, OR 97439
geoyo@oregonfast.net
(541) 997-3725

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Juanita Rosene (nitar@jeffnet.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:07:11 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Juanita Rosene 
985 Golden Aspen Place
Ashland, OR 97520
nitar@jeffnet.org
(541) 488-1357

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Benton Elliott (benton.elliott@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:06:43 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Benton Elliott 
1601 Olive St Apt 1107
Eugene, OR 97401
benton.elliott@gmail.com
(541) 206-8875

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Richard Gorringe, Ph. D. (dreammagus@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:02:19 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Richard Gorringe, Ph. D. 
3574 NE Stanton
Richard, OR 97212
dreammagus@hotmail.com
(503) 555-5555

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: t.h. worden (skipdrum@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 10:58:53 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

t.h. worden 
1940 adams
Eugene, OR 97401
skipdrum@gmail.com
(541) 684-8494

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Darlene Warner (dworegonartist@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:25:04 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Darlene Warner 
41536 Sylvester Dr.
Lebanon, OR 97355
dworegonartist@hotmail.com
(541) 451-2270

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Natalie Ranker (nattim7072@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:49:56 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Natalie Ranker 
414 Simpson Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
nattim7072@gmail.com
(541) 808-2217

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Don Merrick (dlm.6606@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:38:15 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Don Merrick 
13376 SW Chelsea Loop
Tigard, OR 97223
dlm.6606@gmail.com
(503) 968-5838

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jeri Dodge (ljd@centurytel.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:35:17 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jeri Dodge 
543 Mtn. View Rd.
Sweet Home, OR 97386
ljd@centurytel.net
(541) 367-6905

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jane Civiletti (jciviletti@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:33:48 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jane Civiletti 
14614 SE Fairoaks Ave
Oak Grove, OR 97267
jciviletti@comcast.net
(503) 351-4052

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robert Meyer (rob_meyer@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:33:35 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robert Meyer 
1212 Sierra Vista Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
rob_meyer@live.com
(253) 720-1617

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kevin Johnson (kevin@retrieverdevelopment.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:32:36 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kevin Johnson 
3559 NE Webster
Portland, OR 97211
kevin@retrieverdevelopment.com
(503) 341-3451

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: JENNY GORDON (gordonggordon@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:29:59 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

JENNY GORDON 
19500 River Woods drive
Bend, OR 97702
gordonggordon@yahoo.com
(541) 350-9626

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alan Winter (alanyehudah@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:51:00 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alan Winter 
5707 NE 15th Ave.
PORTLAND, OR 97211
alanyehudah@gmail.com
(503) 287-8737

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Robert Bassett (hadah99@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:09:47 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Robert Bassett 
15531 Rainier Ave
Sandy, OR 97055
hadah99@gmail.com
(503) 847-1644

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Stephanie Wilder (steph.w@virtualkismet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:06:38 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Wilder 
107 Ida Street
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
steph.w@virtualkismet.com
(805) 644-5986

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lacey Leidig (jungleflower4@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:03:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lacey Leidig 
39506 Little Fall Creek rd
Fall Creek, OR 97438
jungleflower4@hotmail.com
(541) 543-1629

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Birgit Hahn (marvhahn@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:01:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Birgit Hahn 
3283 SW Hawkeye Ave
Corvallis, OR 97333
marvhahn@comcast.net
(541) 207-3138

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Thomas Lea (te_oh_indigo@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:51:32 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lea 
2905 SE Caruthers St
Portland, OR 97214
te_oh_indigo@yahoo.com
(503) 358-7647

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Arthur Bright (arthurabright@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:46:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Arthur Bright 
6560 NE ROSEBAY DRIVE
HILLSBORO, OR 97124
arthurabright@gmail.com
(503) 430-8846

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Richard Levy (levyrs@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:45:10 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Richard Levy 
510 Kingswood Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
levyrs@aol.com
(541) 302-3256

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: justin kulongoski (kulongos@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:43:43 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

justin kulongoski 
1144 SE REx
portland, OR 97202
kulongos@hotmail.com
(541) 933-5387

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Marty Hertz (marty2read@yahoo.co) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:38:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Marty Hertz 
47 Lynnbrook Dr.
Eugene, OR 97404
marty2read@yahoo.co
(541) 912-0580

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Brooks Kline (brookskline@tarafain.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:30:20 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Brooks Kline 
15776 Park Dr.
La Pine, OR 97739
brookskline@tarafain.com
(541) 668-7608

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Craig Emerick (cemerick5@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:28:01 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Craig Emerick 
221 NW 9th Street
Corvallis, OR 97330
cemerick5@comcast.net
(541) 753-5273

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Vivian Dowell (vivsangels3@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:21:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Vivian Dowell 
3700 Bellinger Ln #2
Medford, OR 97501
vivsangels3@hotmail.com
(541) 603-0086

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Roquelynne Farris (roquelynne@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:17:40 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Roquelynne Farris 
426 SE Jetty Ave., Apt. #118
Lincoln City, OR 97367
roquelynne@yahoo.com
(541) 994-9160

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Dianne Ensign Ensign (roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:14:45 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Dianne Ensign Ensign 
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com
(503) 244-7271

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Phillip Callaway (phillip_callaway@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:12:25 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Phillip Callaway 
PO Box 243
Crawfordsville, OR 97336
phillip_callaway@msn.com
(541) 609-1012

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: David Carnese (primocarnese@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:07:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

David Carnese 
2536 SE Market St
Portland, OR 97214
primocarnese@hotmail.com
(503) 233-1819

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: P Bryer (pbryer@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:06:39 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

P Bryer 
2112 w 29 ave
eugene, OR 97405
pbryer@hotmail.com
(541) 344-9937

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lorraine Heller (lorraineheller32@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:05:04 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Heller 
9601 NW Leahy Rd
Portland, OR 97229
lorraineheller32@yahoo.com
(503) 292-5364

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Bob Smith (outdoorslike@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:03:29 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Bob Smith 
91500 CAPE ARAGO HWY APT 5
Coos Bay, OR 97420
outdoorslike@yahoo.com
(949) 274-3444

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Janet Tilp (janettilp31@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 12:00:51 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Janet Tilp 
29459 SW Ladd Hill Road
Sherwood, OR 97140
janettilp31@gmail.com
(503) 925-8305

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Parham (maryp61@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 11:57:31 AM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Parham 
12291 SW Knoll Dr
Tigard, OR 97223
maryp61@live.com
(541) 441-0664

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: LauRose Felicity (callaurose@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:29:17 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

LauRose Felicity 
217 Marine Dr.
Brookings, OR 97415
callaurose@aol.com
(415) 595-4904

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: nancy sowersby (sowersby2581@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:30:19 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

nancy sowersby 
PO Box 42232
PORTLAND, OR 97242
sowersby2581@comcast.net
(503) 555-1981

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Alicia Liang (liangaf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:21:09 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Alicia Liang 
1915 SE 32nd Place
Portland, OR 97214
liangaf@gmail.com
(615) 289-6633

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Deborah Clark (deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:14:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Deborah Clark 
31132 Kendall Loop
Shedd, OR 97377
deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu
(541) 974-1676

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Kelly O"Hanley (kohanley@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:13:59 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Kelly O'Hanley 
6134 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
kohanley@gmail.com
(503) 880-8844

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Pritchard (mkpritchard1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:06:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Pritchard 
2460 Pioneer Pike
Eugene, OR 97401
mkpritchard1@gmail.com
(541) 345-0136

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Mary Kelley (kelleyma@ohsu.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:05:34 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Mary Kelley 
20007 S. Olsen Rd.
Beavercreek, OR 97004
kelleyma@ohsu.edu
(503) 632-7481

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Lance Tryon (4lance.tryon@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:04:12 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Lance Tryon 
11763 SW Swendon Loop
Tigard, OR 97223
4lance.tryon@gmail.com
(503) 407-9323

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Sylvan Grey (lenrivers@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:56:14 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Sylvan Grey 
1019 SW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97205
lenrivers@hotmail.com
(971) 207-1415

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Ineke Deruyter (ideruyter@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:54:53 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Ineke Deruyter 
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
ideruyter@hotmail.com
(503) 286-6364

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Shelby Russett (shamru25@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:51:02 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Shelby Russett 
12915 SW Morrison St
Beaverton, OR 97005
shamru25@gmail.com
(503) 469-9773

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Rosalie Sable (rsable@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:48:24 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Sable 
885 Mindy Sue
Medford, OR 97501
rsable@live.com
(541) 973-2397

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Luis Murillo (luisdavidmurillo@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:40:46 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Luis Murillo 
5560 SE Ankeny St
Portland, OR 97215
luisdavidmurillo@gmail.com
(503) 453-3794

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.

mailto:automail@knowwho.com
mailto:HEE.Exhibits@oregonlegislature.gov


From: Jon Wood (jonxwood@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:35:49 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Jon Wood 
1125 SW 12th Avenue Apt. 501
Portland, OR 97205
jonxwood@earthlink.net
(503) 309-0732

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.
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From: Don Kuhns (dnskuhns@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:32:36 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Don Kuhns 
1380 SW Scott
Corvallis, OR 97333
dnskuhns@comcast.net
(541) 757-8192

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.
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From: Rosemary Janz (rp_janz@efn.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: Oregonians deserve clean and healthy air! Strengthen and pass HB 2007!
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 2:35:06 PM

Dear Committee on Energy and Environment,

To Chair Helm, Vice Chair Reschke, Vice Chair Schouten and Members of the Committee,

I'm writing to urge you to include the following strong amendments to strengthen and then pass HB 2007 to keep
our communities safe from dangerous diesel pollution.

- Shorten the deadline for compliance from 2029 to 2023, matching California?s program and halting the addition of
old engines to Oregon?s roads. We cannot wait until 2029.

- Close the loophole on zombie (?glider?) trucks: we want to ensure all vehicles of the same model year are held to
the same standard--even if old engines are put into new truck bodies.

- Incorporate a sticker registration program for all engines, requiring vehicle operators to visibly display both the
year of cab manufacture and the year of engine manufacture on the side of each cab.

- Ensure the phase-in schedule prioritizes implementation in the areas of greatest concern (where the most sensitive
populations live, where there is the greatest pollution, and where the most people are exposed).

- Ensure that compliance mechanisms do not result in fewer emission reductions in the areas of greatest concern.

HB 2007 is an opportunity for all Oregonians to finally get the clean air they deserve and need to be healthy. For
years Oregon?s regulations on emissions from diesel engine pollutants have lagged behind those in neighboring
California and Washington. The result is that Oregon has become a dumping ground for old, polluting diesel
engines. The effect on our communities is apparent: pollution from Oregon?s diesel emissions causes 460 premature
deaths and 145 heart attacks each year, in addition to other serious health ailments that cumulatively cost the state
more than $3 billion annually.

I urge you to strengthen and pass HB 2007, for the health of our communities and our environment.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Janz 
155 E 34 place
Eugene, OR 97405
rp_janz@efn.org
(541) 343-1059

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
Please contact Lillian Miller at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-5500 for more information.
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